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Abstra t
Computer ontrol is an intimate part of many modern devi es, and yet there exist few
formal methods for designing and analyzing the omplex intera tions between the dis rete
realm of digital omputers and the ontinuous dynami s that hold sway outside of it. Our
goal in the resear h des ribed here is verifying the safety of su h hybrid systems: systems
whi h involve both dis rete and ontinuous behaviors. We have developed omputational
methods that determine in what states a system might nd itself, and how a system an
use its ontrol authority to avoid rea hing states that are known to be unsafe.
Our main tool is the ba kwards rea hable set. Given some system dynami s and a set of
target states, the ba kwards rea hable set is the set of states whi h give rise to traje tories
leading to the target set. If the target set is hosen as the known dangerous states of a
system, the rea hable set en ompasses those states whi h lead to danger. Consequently,
rea hable sets an be used for safety veri ation and for synthesis of safe ontrols.
We des ribe, prove the orre tness of, and implement an algorithm|based on a time dependent Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s partial di erential equation|for omputing the ba kwards
rea hable set of a ontinuous dynami game. Unlike its alternatives, the method presented
here an draw dire tly upon the a urate numeri al s hemes developed in the level set literature to solve su h Hamilton-Ja obi equations. The di erential game formulation allows
us to handle not only traditional ontrol inputs, but also onservatively treat noise, model
un ertainty and the unknown a tions of other agents as adversarial disturban e inputs.
While our te hnique an be applied to systems with nonlinear dynami s in any number
of state spa e dimensions, its omputational ost s ales poorly with dimension. We therefore des ribe a method for overapproximating rea hable sets using qui kly omputed lower
v

dimensional proje tions. For safety veri ation appli ations, overapproximations are suÆient.
Finally, we show how an existing algorithm for omputing rea hable sets of hybrid systems an be a urately implemented by in orporating our method for nding ontinuous
rea hable sets. The ontinuous, proje tive and hybrid rea hable set algorithms are all
demonstrated on a number of examples.
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Prefa e
I'm moving in seventy two hours, and very soon I've got to de ide whether I should eat or
pa k the box of Millenios that I pur hased ba k when we thought the lights would go out in
January 2000 (we were only o by sixteen months). That, ombined with a goodly dose of
pro rastination, has got me thinking what I would have done if I'd been born one thousand
years ago. Sin e \perpetual student" hadn't yet been invented, I'm guessing soothsayer
would have been a pretty good gig for me.
I'm always happiest when I know what is going to happen in advan e.y I ount myself lu ky,
therefore, to have been born in a time when I an prophesize with the tools of mathemati s
and omputers rather than a de k of Tarot ards. I'm not alone in my fas ination with
predi tion|the elds of mathemati s and omputer s ien e were both born from the quest
for a urate and onsistent foresight|and I hope that this resear h is just the beginning of
my ontribution to this endeavor.
Simulation was the original killer app, and its widespread availability has revolutionized the
pro ess of design. In today's world, a major part of reating any new te hnologi al produ t
is extensive testing through virtual models. One short oming of traditional simulation
methods, however, is that they examine only one possible evolution of a system's state at a
time. At the heart of my investigations is an alternative method of simulation that omputes
all possible evolutions at on e, so that we an be more on dent that we understand all of
the behaviors that a system might exhibit, and an design away any that might not be safe.
 For those of you not familiar with them, MilleniosTM were \on e in a lifetime", \limited edition", \oÆ ial
ereal of the millennium" Cheeriosr with not just the usual O's, but also extra spe ial 2's. And I've had a

box of them in my upboard for almost two years. No kidding.
y Despite rumors to the ontrary, I would not get into the s rying business be ause of its many opportunities for evil. That's not to say, however, that I wouldn't enjoy them as a perk.
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The resear h des ribed in this thesis onstitutes just a few steps along the paths of simulation
and veri ation, steps that are far from the rst or the last. This thesis is not a tutorial on
ontrol, veri ation, rea hability, hybrid systems, or level set methods. On the other hand,
an undergraduate level ba kground in numeri al di erential equations should be suÆ ient
to understand the ontents, and I hope that I have written learly enough that the interested
reader an pi k up ne essary portions of the aforementioned resear h elds on the y.
It's been thirteen years sin e I started my university areer, and I've had a lot of help getting
to where I am today. Kaaren, my new wife but old ame, has been beside me through almost
all of it; the last three years here at Stanford with her have been the happiest of my life. As
she nally prepares to embark on law s hool, I an just hope that I haven't put any ideas
in her head about spending the rest of her life there.
From one love of my life to the others. S ien e, mathemati s, learning, tea hing and writing
are the reasons that I hose graduate s hool, and my parents are the reason that I enjoy
them so mu h. It was my father who rst introdu ed me to omputers and simulation many
years agoz and thereby set the path whi h I have followed sin e. I have been arried far
by my skills at writing, and they are the result of my mother's zealous editing ability; I
look ba k fondly now at so many grade s hool essay drafts that were more red ink than
bla k. If I had to pi k one in ident that lead me to where I am today, it would be my
rst high s hool s ien e proje t. I raised some mold under a variety of temperature and
nutrient onditions, measured its growth daily, and wrote a little omputer simulation that
interpolated growth patterns (in as ii graphi s!) for other onditions. I won a regional
award for s ienti method, all thanks to my mother and father, for it was their idea,
explanations, and patien e that allowed me to omplete the proje t.
I would also like to thank the rest of my (newly enlarged) family: Eri & Johanna, Jean,
Leanor & Henry, Margie, Adi and Una. I don't see you as often as I would like, but I love
you all just the same.
I have had a fantasti time in my ve years at Stanford, and that is be ause of the people
with whom I've worked. Professor Claire Tomlin has been a wonderful supervisor and
olleague. Her thesis resear h on hybrid systems is one of the two pillars upon whi h mine

z When he started in the eld, he a tually did predi t the future with de ks of (pun hed) ards. I ount
myself doubly lu ky to have lived in the age of Matlab.
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is built, and the timing of her arrival at Stanford ould not have been better. My approa h
to resear h has a tenden y to be overly autious, but her enthusiasm, optimism and fresh
ideas have kept me moving forward these past three years (and ying all over the pla e for
the last half of that).
Professor Ronald Fedkiw has taught me level set methods, the other pillar upon whi h I
have built my resear h. He has spent portions of the last two years writing a book on these
methods [109℄. This pro ess has a orded me two great bene ts: rst, he has been thinking
hard about how best to explain the state of the art, and se ond, when writing he regularly
pro rastinates by oming into my oÆ e to hat, thus giving me the opportunity to have my
many questions answered.
Mu h of the work in this thesis is ollaborative in nature, and I would like to thank my
oauthors profusely for their help. It has been a great pleasure to work losely with Alexandre Bayen on several papers, espe ially the ones that involved trips to Europe. Meeko Oishi
introdu ed me to the pleasure of being a oauthor without any writing duties, a position I
fear I will not often get to hold. And then there is Doug Enright. Cheer up Doug! You're
rst author on a JCP paper and I, for one, think your resear h is mu h ooler than mine.
Professor Stephen Boyd has played a major role in shaping my understanding of ontrol
theory and optimization through his in redible tea hing and by serving on my reading
ommittee. With help from him and from Haitham Hindi I hope to further investigate the
relative pros and ons of rea hable set determination using LMIs and SDPs for the types
of nonlinear systems studied in this thesis. I would also like to thank Professors David Dill
and Antony Jameson for making my oral defense su h a painless a air.
I'd like to thank Claire's lab|Alex, Meeko, Ronojoy Ghosh, Inseok Hwang, Gokhan Inalhan, Jung Soon Jang, Rodney Teo and Dusan Stipanovi |and Ron's lab|Doug, Robert
Bridson, Sergey Koltakov, Neil Molino, Igor Neverov, Joseph Teran, Eran Guendelman,
Frederi Gibou and Du Nguyen|for putting up with my often boisterous presen e at
group meetings. My studies at Stanford would not have been possible without Professors
Gene Golub, Andrew Stuart, Walter Murray, Jim Varah and Mark Greenstreet, who ea h
helped in their own way to get me into and through the S ienti Computing and Computational Mathemati s program. I have also enjoyed working alongside the students in
SCCM, in luding Eri Boman, Kris Bus helman, Maureen Doyle, Chen Grief, Hallgeir Melboe, Nhat Nguyen, Will Smit, Paul Tupper, and many others. Evelyn Boughton, Sherann
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Ellsworth, Arden King and Dana Parga have helped me jump through all of the hoops that
a do toral degree entails.
On the te hni al side, hearty a knowledgment is due to Professors Stanley Osher and HongKai Zhao for dis ussions about numeri al s hemes for solving Hamilton-Ja obi equations,
Professors John Lygeros, L. C. Evans, Shankar Sastry and Alexander Kurzhanski for dis ussions about the previous and urrent time dependent Hamilton-Ja obi formulations, and
Professors Patri k Saint-Pierre and Jean-Pierre Aubin for dis ussions about the onne tions with viability theory. The original idea for ta kling ontinuous rea hability in higher
dimensional systems using proje tions ame out of work with Professor Mark Greenstreet.
The resear h des ribed here has been supported by the Defense Advan ed Resear h Proje ts
Agen y under the Software Enabled Control program (AFRL ontra t F33615-99-C-3014).
While at Stanford I have also been supported by a S hool of Engineering fellowship from the
Groswith family and by Texas Instruments as part of the Digital Signal Pro essor University
Resear h Fund.
Finally, I would like to thank my many friends for keeping me from disappearing ompletely
into my studies. Without help from Fraser & Katrina (and little Chloe), Zeke, Stephanie,
Kevin & Allison (and little Amelie), Joel, Bru ek, Greg, Eri & Sara, the many Chris,
Susannah & Jim, Ni ky, Holly, Prita, Ujval, Igor, Florian and many others, this time at
Stanford would have been a long ve years, instead of just a wonderful ash gone by.
Computational s ien e may be the preferred method of divination in this age, but for better
or worse it works only for our ma hines and leaves us just as mu h in the dark as ever about
our own future. What I an say, however, is that I've had a wonderful time here on the
farm, I've married the beautiful prin ess, and I'm ready to ride o into the sunrise.x
Ian M. Mit hell
Stanford University
August 2002

x The sunset is no good, sin e there just aren't too many employment opportunities west of Stanford.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
Mathemati al models are widely used to design and analyze all types of systems in advan e
of their onstru tion. The ore of the resear h des ribed in this thesis is a omputational tool
that an be used to determine whether su h systems|for example, airplane autopilots|
may a t in unexpe ted ways whi h their users would onsider in orre t or unsafe.

1.1 What's So Interesting?
Many modern devi es are omposed of large numbers of subsystems, and while the behavior of ea h subsystem is well understood in isolation, their intera tion may lead the whole
system into states that are undesirable or unsafe. Consequently, veri ation and validation
have re eived major attention in many elds of engineering. The simplest form of omputational validation is simulation. Provided with a reasonable mathemati al model, simulation
an expose the aws of a system mu h more qui kly and heaply than would onstru tion of
a physi al prototype. Simulation has proven parti ularly useful during the iterative pro ess
of design, where engineers seek to rapidly modify and evaluate new features and fun tions.
The major drawba k of simulation is that it only he ks a single traje tory of the system at
a time. For systems with many di erent state values and/or many input signals, it would be
prohibitively expensive to he k the safety of every possible system traje tory by simulation
1
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Figure 1.1: Di eren e between ba kwards and forwards rea hable sets.
alone. The on ern is that simulation of a few thousand, or even a few million, individual
traje tories might miss some isolated but important unsafe ase.
One avenue that resear hers have followed in their quest to at h every potential failure
mode is the omputation of rea hable sets. Rea hable sets are a way of apturing the
behavior of entire groups of traje tories at on e. There are two basi types of rea hable
sets, depending on whether an initial or a nal ondition is spe i ed. For a forward rea hable
set, we spe ify the initial onditions and seek to determine the set of all states that an be
rea hed along traje tories that start in that set. Conversely, for a ba kward rea hable set
we spe ify a nal or target set of states, and seek to determine the set of states from whi h
traje tories start that an rea h that target set. The di eren e is illustrated in gure 1.1,
in whi h the arrows represent traje tories of the system.
Computing the set of states from whi h traje tories of a ontinuous dynami game an rea h
a given target set has its roots in the work of Isaa s [75℄, who used his al ulations to derive
apture regions for evaders in pursuit-evasion games, games that were motivated by the
study of military jets and surfa e to air missiles. Our major appli ation for rea hable sets
will be to verify the orre t behavior of systems. Figure 1.2 demonstrates how the ba kward
rea hable set an be used to verify a system's safety. To start with, we olle t all states that
are known a priori to be unsafe into the target set. The target set's ba kward rea hable
set is the set of states whi h give rise to unsafe traje tories. Therefore, if the initialization
onditions for the system overlap with the ba kwards rea hable set, the system may be
unsafe and should be modi ed.

1.1.
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Figure 1.2: Using the ba kward rea hable set to verify safety.
As an example, many of the systems we study involve ollision avoidan e proto ols for
air raft. The target set in our analyses is the set of states onsidered a ollision; for example,
at ruising altitude the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) mandates that ommer ial
air raft maintain a ve mile horizontal separation. The ba kwards rea hable set in ludes
those states whi h will lead to a ollision. In this ase, positions many miles in front of
the air raft will be part of the ba kwards rea hable set|far enough in front that the pilot
ould respond to a danger by hanging heading or altitude|but not positions behind the
air raft, sin e it will always be moving forward. If another air raft enters this rea hable
set, there is ause for alarm.

The sear h for methods of omputing the rea hable sets of purely dis rete systems, su h
as those modeled by nite automata, has met with onsiderable su ess and has led to the
development of powerful tools for automati veri ation; for example, the binary de ision
diagram [35℄. Most engineering systems, however, are not purely dis rete. Continuous
dynami s are the norm in ontrol engineering problems, and in many modern systems
important behaviors arise from the intera tion between dis rete and ontinuous omponents.
While we have ways of simulating these systems, veri ation and validation of their safety
demands a more rigorous approa h.
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Figure 1.3: An example two dimensional set G (left), and one possible impli it surfa e
representation J (x; y) (right, darker portion of mesh is J (x; y)  0).

1.2 S ope and Goals
The fo us of this thesis is on omputational methods for determining the rea hable sets of
ontinuous and hybrid systems. A hybrid system is one in whi h the intera tion between
dis rete and ontinuous omponents plays an important role in determining the evolution
of the system's state. As des ribed above, rea hable sets an be used for safety veri ation.
In addition, we demonstrate how they an be used to synthesize ontrollers whi h are
guaranteed to a t safely.
The primary hallenges fa ed by attempts to ompute these rea hable sets involve the
un ountable number of distin t states in a ontinuous system. In a nite dis rete system,
we an des ribe the rea hable sets by enumerating their member states and we an evolve
them by following individual traje tories. This strategy annot be applied in a ontinuous
setting, and we must look for other ways of answering two questions: how do we represent
rea hable sets, and how do we evolve them a ording to the system's dynami s?
One popular way of des ribing sets of ontinuous states is alled the impli it surfa e fun tion
representation. Consider a losed set G  Rn . An impli it surfa e representation of G would
de ne a fun tion  : Rn ! R su h that (x)  0 if x 2 G and (x) > 0 if x 2= G . Impli it
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surfa e representations are not unique. An example of a two dimensional set G is shown in
gure 1.3, along with one possible impli it surfa e representation.
Level set methods [110, 109℄ are a olle tion of numeri al te hniques for evolving impli it
surfa es a ording to underlying ow elds. Their governing equations are Hamilton-Ja obi
(HJ) partial di erential equations (PDEs), a lass of nonlinear, rst order hyperboli PDEs
whose solutions an exhibit sho k and rarefa tion events. Despite the hallenges of working
with su h a PDE, level set methods an in many ases a urately ompute the evolution of
impli it surfa e fun tions under omplex, nonlinear ow elds.
The novel theoreti al ontribution of this resear h is the formulation of and proof that the
vis osity solution of a Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s (HJI) PDE des ribes the ontinuous ba kwards rea hable set. The HJI PDE allows for system models that ontain two adversarially
opposed input signal ve tors. One input will try to keep the systems away from the target set, while the other will try to drive it into the target set. Sin e the target set is an
unsafe set in our examples, these two inputs an be given the traditional names of ontrol
and disturban e. The latter lass of inputs is parti ularly useful as a way of onservatively
treating not just the a tions of an adversary, but also model un ertainties and noise.
Unlike any other formulation of the rea hable set, our HJI PDE an be solved with the very
a urate numeri al methods drawn from the level set literature. The bulk of this thesis
des ribes pra ti al aspe ts of implementing level set algorithms to al ulate rea hable sets
for various ontinuous and hybrid systems. Extensive examples demonstrate the a ura y
with whi h we an determine the rea hable sets for systems with omplex nonlinear dynami s and multiple inputs. We also ompare our method with ompeting algorithms for
omputing forwards and ba kwards rea hable sets.
The eventual goal of this resear h is a tool that ould automati ally analyze the safety of
general nonlinear ontinuous and hybrid systems with up to perhaps ve ontinuous state
spa e dimensions. The level set fun tion basis on whi h we build is on eptually well suited
to automati analysis be ause it an handle su h general systems, but it s ales poorly with
dimension. One hapter is devoted to a proje tion based te hnique that may allow eÆ ient
approximation of rea hable sets for higher dimensional systems.
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1.3 Outline
This thesis presents the theory and implementation of algorithms for omputing the ba kwards rea hable sets of ontinuous and hybrid systems.

 Chapter 2 ontains the theory and implementation details behind our algorithm for

ontinuous systems, whi h we will all our ontinuous rea hable set algorithm. It
formulates the ba kwards rea hable set in terms of the solution of an HJI PDE, and
proves that the vis osity solution of this PDE is an impli it surfa e representation
of the ba kwards rea hable set. After omparing the properties of this formulation
with those of its ompetitors, we des ribe how to implement a level set algorithm for
omputing its vis osity solution.

 Chapter 3 demonstrates our ontinuous rea hable set implementation on several ex-

amples. The main example, the \game of two identi al vehi les" is a lassi al pursuitevasion game. The hapter on ludes with an example of how the rea hable set an
be used to study the autolanding pro edure in a modern ommer ial airplane.

 Chapter 4 dis usses a te hnique that may allow us to skirt Bellman's \ urse of dimen-

sionality." The ost of most methods for solving the HJI PDE from hapter 2 grows
exponentially with the ontinuous dimension of the system. This hapter examines a
te hnique for overapproximating the true rea hable set using a series of overlapping
proje tions into lower dimensional subspa es; these proje tions would be mu h less
expensive to ompute.

 Chapter 5 des ribes hybrid systems, and how the algorithm for omputing ontinuous
rea hable sets an be adapted to work on a general hybrid system.

 Chapter 6 demonstrates the omputation of hybrid system rea hable sets on several
ollision avoidan e proto ol examples and a multimodal air raft autolanding system.

Be ause the methods in the later hapters draw upon those in the previous ones, the reader
will noti e that the rst hapters treat their subje ts with more rigor. Our early fo us in
this resear h was the implementation and demonstration of these methods, and we are now
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returning to formalize our results. While we have ompleted work on the ontinuous ase,
formal treatment of the hybrid ase is still in progress.
This thesis is a ompilation of results and examples from many papers with many oauthors [102, 100, 137, 98, 99, 105, 103, 23℄. The ontribution of this author lies in the
theory, algorithms and implementations that ompute the rea hable sets. Where possible,
the presentation in these pages has been restri ted to this author's ontribution; however,
larity sometimes demands additional details be in luded. In parti ular, the models in all
of the examples were developed either by oauthors (se tions 3.3 and 6.2) or drawn from
the literature (the remaining examples). The algorithm for hybrid rea hable sets presented
in se tion 5.2 is drawn from [138℄; this author's ontribution lies in the implementation of
the rea h-avoid operator given in se tion 5.3. Responsibility for the remaining results and
text lies, for better or worse, with this author.
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Chapter 2

Rea hable Sets for Continuous
Systems
This hapter details our method for omputing the rea hable sets of purely ontinuous
systems. The rst se tion fo uses on the theory, the se ond on pra ti al implementation,
and the third on related work in ontinuous rea hability. The nal se tion is a proof of the
orre tness of our time-dependent Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s formulation, and may be omitted
by the asual reader. The bulk of this hapter is taken from [99℄.

2.1 How to Compute the Rea hable Set
In this se tion we formally de ne the rea hable set for a ontinuous system, dis uss a few
of its properties, and formulate a terminal value HJI PDE whose solution des ribes it.

2.1.1 The Rea hable Set
We model our system with the ordinary di erential equation

dx
= x_ = f (x; a; b);
dt
where x 2 Rn is the state, a is the input for player I and b is the input for player II.
9

(2.1)
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The input signals are drawn from the following sets

a() 2 A(t) , f : [t; 0℄ ! Aj() is measurableg
b() 2 B(t) , f : [t; 0℄ ! Bj() is measurableg
where A  Rna and B  Rnb are ompa t and t 2 [ T; 0℄ for some T > 0. We will onsider
input signals whi h agree almost everywhere to be identi al.
Noti e the notational di eren e between the instantaneous value a 2 A of the input of
player I and the input signal a() 2 A(t), and likewise b 2 B and b() 2 B(t) for player II.
The ow eld f : Rn  A  B ! Rn is uniformly ontinuous, bounded,
and Lips hitz ontinuous in x for xed a and b. Consequently, given a xed a() 2 A(t),
b() 2 B(t) and initial point, there exists a unique traje tory solving (2.1).

Assumption 2.

Solutions of (2.1) are traje tories of our system and will be denoted by

f (s; x; t; a(); b()) : [t; 0℄ ! Rn
where

d
 (s; x; t; a(); b()) = f (f (s; x; t; a(); b()); a(s); b(s)) almost everywhere;
ds f
f (t; x; t; a(); b()) = x:
In words, f (s; x; t; a(); b()) is the state spa e lo ation at time s of a traje tory whose ow
eld is given by fun tion f and whose initial ondition at time t  s was the state spa e
lo ation x. Along this traje tory player I has been using input signal a() and player II
has been using input signal b(). We use f (; x; t; a(); b()) to denote the entire traje tory
over all time greater than t. Note that we employ a semi- olon to distinguish between
the argument s of f and the traje tory parameters x, t, a() and b(). This somewhat
ompli ated notation is ne essary be ause at various points in the remainder of this thesis
we must di erentiate traje tories based on some or all of these parameters.
The target set G0  Rn for our rea hability problem is losed and an
be represented as the zero sublevel set of a bounded and Lips hitz ontinuous fun tion
Assumption 3.

2.1.
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g : Rn

!R
G0 = fx 2 Rn jg(x)  0g:

(2.2)

We assume that player I will try to steer the system away from the target with her input
a(), and player II will try to steer the system towards the target with her input b(). For
readers who prefer a more intuitive understanding of the inputs, onsider that in many of
our examples the target set will represent the apture set in a pursuit-evasion game. Our
ontrol will then be player I and the adversarial disturban e will be player II.
In a di erential game setting, it is important to address what information the players know
about ea h other's de isions. To spe ify our information pattern, de ne rst a strategy for
the se ond player as a map : A(t) ! B(t) whi h spe i es an input signal for player II
as a fun tion of the input signal that player I hooses. We will allow player II to use only
nonanti ipative strategies ; that is strategies

2 (t) , f : A(t) ! B(t)ja(r) = a^(r) 8r 2 [t; s℄ =) [a℄(r) = [^a℄(r) 8r 2 [t; s℄g:
Simply put, a nonanti ipative strategy may not make an input de ision for b(r) based on
information about a(s) if s > r. It will turn out that allowing player II to use nonanti ipative
strategies gives an advantage to player II over player I, but we postpone further dis ussion
of information patterns and whether this is the orre t one for our rea hability purposes
until se tion 2.1.5.
Note that in our formulation of the problem, a traje tory starts at some initial time t < 0
and we would like to know if it has passed into or through the target set by time zero. We
will sometimes want to dis uss the length of time that a traje tory has had to evolve; we
adopt the di erential game notation  = t to denote this positive quantity. We use the
free variables s and r to denote times in the range [t; 0℄.
To solve the ba kwards rea hability problem, we want to determine the ba kwards rea hable
set G ( ) for  2 [0; T ℄. Remembering that t =  , we de ne this set as

G ( ) , fx 2 Rn j9 2 (t); 8a() 2 A(t); 9s 2 [t; 0℄; f (s; x; t; a(); [a℄()) 2 G0g:

(2.3)

Informally, G ( ) is the set of states from whi h there exists strategies for player II that for
all inputs of player I will generate traje tories whi h lead to the target set within time  .
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2.1.2 Properties of the Rea hable Set
In subsequent se tions we will dis uss a variety of methods for determining the rea hable
set G ( ), but rst we will state two of its important properties. In the theorems that follow
let B n (x; Æ) be the open ball in Rn around point x of size Æ > 0, and B n (x; Æ) be its losure.
Theorem 1.

open.

If

G0 is

losed, then G ( ) is losed. Conversely, if

G0 is open, then G ( ) is

Proof. We prove the rst assertion, be ause under Assumption 3 it applies to the ase
studied in the remainder of this paper. The proof for the se ond assertion is similar.

If G0 is losed, then G0{ = Rn n G0 is open. In the proof below, we show that G ( ){ is
open; onsequently, G ( ) is losed. This proof is an adaptation of an ODE uniqueness proof
from [30, se tion 2.12℄.
Re all that t =  , onsider a point x^t 2 G ( ){ and hoose any
the de nition (2.3), we see that there exists a() 2 A(t) su h that

2 (t). Complementing

x^s = f (s; x^t ; t; a(); [a℄()) 2 G0{
for all s 2 [t; 0℄. Sin e G0{ is open, there exists  > 0 su h that for any s 2 [t; 0℄, xs 2 G0{ for
any xs 2 B n (^xs ; ).
Now onsider a point xt 2 B n (^xt ; Æ) for some Æ > 0 whose value we will x later. De ning
the shorthand

^(r) = f (r; x^t ; t; a(); b());
 (r) = f (r; xt ; t; a(); b());
we an write

^(r) = x^t +
 (r) = xt +

Z r
Zt r
t

f (^(); a(); b()) d;
f ( (); a(); b()) d;

2.1.
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and hen e

^(r)  (r) = x^t

xt +

Z r
t

k^(r) (r)k  kx^t xt k +
k^(r) (r)k  Æ + K

Z r
t

(f (^(); a(); b())

Z r
t

f ( (); a(); b())) d;

kf (^(); a(); b()) f ((); a(); b())k d;

(2.4)

k^() ()k d;

where K is the Lips hitz onstant for the ow eld f . Letting
(r) =

Æ
+
K

Z r
t

k^() ()k d;

we see that (t) = Æ=K , (r)  (t), and _ (r) = k^(r)
of yields the di erential inequality

 (r)k. Rewriting (2.4) in terms

_ (r) K (r)  0;

(2.5)

( _ (r) K (r))  0;
d Kr
(e
(r))  0;
dr
Z r
d K
()) d  0;
(e
t d
e Kr (r) e Kt (t)  0;
(r)  eK (r t) Æ=K:

(2.6)

whi h we an rewrite as

e

Kr

Choose any s 2 [t; 0℄ and let Æ = e

K (s t)

K=2. From (2.5) and (2.6) we an see

k^(s) (s)k = _ (s);
 K (s);
 eK (s t) Æ=K;
 eK (s t) e K (s t)K=(2K );
 =2:
Hen e  (s) 2 B n (^xs ; )  G0{ . Sin e

2 (t) and s 2 [t; 0℄ were arbitrary, xt 2 G ( ){ . Sin e
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xt 2 B n (^xt ; Æ) was arbitrary, B n (^xt ; Æ)  G ( ){ and therefore G ( ){ is open.
Theorem 2.

The rea hable set only grows as  in reases

G ( )  G (^ )
for 0  

 ^  T .

The proof of this theorem is a trivial onsequen e of Theorem 3, and so we postpone it.

2.1.3 A Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s Equation for the Rea hable Set
In this se tion we state the main theoreti al result of this hapter|that the rea hable set
an be determined by solving for the vis osity solution of a time dependent HJI equation.
Theorem 3.

PDE

Let  : Rn  [ T; 0℄ ! R be the vis osity solution of the terminal value HJI

Dt (x; t) + min[0; H (x; Dx (x; t))℄ = 0; for t 2 [ T; 0℄; x 2 Rn ;
(x; 0) = g(x);for x 2 Rn ;

(2.7)

H (x; p) = max min pT f (x; a; b):

(2.8)

where
a2A b2B

If the zero sublevel set of g des ribes the target set G0 a ording to (2.2), then the zero
sublevel set of  des ribes the ba kwards rea hable set G ( )

G ( ) = fx 2 Rn j(x; t)  0g:

(2.9)

The signi an e of this theorem is that we an harness well developed numeri al s hemes
from the level set literature to ompute a urate approximations of (x; t), and therefore
a urate approximations of G ( ), for even ompli ated nonlinear dynami s. The proof of
this theorem is presented in se tion 2.4, while se tion 2.2 des ribes its implementation and
hapter 3 demonstrates its appli ation to several example systems. A ompletely di erent
proof of the single player version of this theorem was developed independently in [90℄.

2.1.
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Under Assumptions 1{3, it an be shown that (x; t) is bounded and Lips hitz
ontinuous in both x and t [51, Theorem 3.2℄.

Remark.

In the past three years we have presented several alternative HJI PDE formulations for
omputing the ba kwards rea hable set. In [135℄, the Hamiltonian was restri ted to negative
values only within the target set; unfortunately, the resulting potential for dis ontinuities
in the solution makes a urate numeri al implementation diÆ ult. In [102℄, minimization
was performed as a separate, post-pro essing step. While this formulation is more eÆ ient,
it is more diÆ ult to reason about formally and may produ e in orre t results when the
Hamiltonian and/or target set are non onvex. Consequently, we now advo ate using the
formulation above for determining rea hable sets.
We on lude this se tion with the postponed proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will show that x 2 G ( ) implies x 2 G (^ ) for 0    ^  T .
Re all that t =  and let t^ = ^. Assume x 2 G ( ), whi h by Theorem 3 implies
(x; t)  0. If  is the solution of (2.7), then

Dt (x; t) = min[0; H (x; Dx (x; t))℄  0:
Thus, (x; t^)  (x; t)  0, whi h implies x 2 G (^ ).

2.1.4 Hamilton-Ja obi Equations and Vis osity Solutions
The proof of Theorem 3 in se tion 2.4 pro eeds by drawing a onne tion between the
ba kwards rea hable set and a zero sum di erential game, from whi h (2.7) arises. In this
se tion we give a brief introdu tion to Hamilton-Ja obi equations, their onne tion with
optimal ontrol and di erential games, and the on ept of vis osity solutions. The purpose
of this se tion is to provide the reader with enough ontext to understand remarks made in
the remainder of the thesis. For a omprehensive dis ussion of these topi s, see [19℄.
We begin with the on ept of value fun tion and the Dynami Programming Prin iple.
To simplify the dis ussion, we will restri t ourselves to the single player optimal ontrol
ase, although the de nitions and results an be extended to the two player, zero sum
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di erential game. Consider a single input system with dynami s x_ = f (x; b) and traje tories
f (; x; t; b()). De ne the ost or payo of a traje tory as

C (x; t; b()) =

Z 0
t

` (f (; x; t; b())) d + g (f (0; x; t; b())) ;

and assume that the input will seek to minimize the ost. The omponents of the ost are
the running ost ` : Rn ! R and the terminal ost g : Rn ! R. The value fun tion for this
problem is a fun tion V : Rn  [ T; 0℄ ! R su h that

V (x; t) =

inf C (x; t; b()):

b()2B(t)

In words, V (x; t) spe i es the ost of the optimal traje tory whi h starts at point x at time
t.
The Dynami Programming Prin iple (DPP) provides a way to ompute the value fun tion.
Assume that we have two valid input signals b1 () 2 B(t) and b2 () 2 B(t) for some system.
De ne two more signals

b3 (s) = b1 (s h)
b4 (s) =

8
<b

1 (s);

for s 2 [t; r℄;

b2 (s); for s 2 ℄r; 0℄;

:

for s 2 [t + h; 0℄; h > 0
for any r 2 [t; 0℄; s 2 [t; 0℄:

Informally, b3 () is a opy of b1 () delayed by time h and b4 () is a on atenation of b1 ()
and b2 (). If b3 () 2 B(t + h) and b4 () 2 B(t), then the DPP holds for that system and its
orresponding value fun tion satis es the equation

V (x; t) = min

b()2B(t)

Z t+h
t



` (f (; x; t; b())) d + V (f (t + h; x; t; b()); t + h) ;

(2.10)

for T  t  t + h  0 and V (x; 0) = g(x). In words, (2.10) says that the best possible ost
at the present time and state is given by hoosing an input that minimizes the sum of the
ost of using that input for a short time h and the best possible ost to go from the state
a hieved after using that input for time h.
If we assume that V is di erentiable, we an arrive at an HJ PDE by rearranging (2.10)

2.1.
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and dividing by h to get
"

min

b()2B(t)

V (f (t + h; x; t; b()); t + h) V (x; t)
+
h

R t+h
t

#

` (f (; x; t; b())) d
= 0;
h

and then letting h ! 0




d
min V (x; t) + `(x) = 0;
b2B dt
Dt V (x; t) + min Dx V (x; t)  f (x; b) + `(x) = 0;
b2B

Dt V (x; t) + H (x; Dx V (x; t)) = `(x);

(2.11)

where the Hamiltonian H (x; p) = minb2B pT f (x; b) is the single player version of (2.8). If
we set the running ost `(x)  0, then (2.11) be omes the single player version of (2.7).
The DPP was applied to optimal ontrol problems by Bellman in the late fties and to
di erential games by Isaa s in the sixties (for referen es and more details, see [19, se tions I.9
and VIII.4℄). Consequently, we will (somewhat in onsistently) all HJ PDEs involving a
single player Hamilton-Ja obi-Bellman (HJB) equations, and those involving two players
Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s (HJI) equations.
While the derivation above is intuitively attra tive, it was re ognized immediately that for
all but a few ases the value fun tion V is not di erentiable. Consequently, the derivation
is not te hni ally orre t and, even if it were, lassi al solutions to the HJ PDEs would
not exist. The la k of a lassi al solution arises be ause HJ PDEs an exhibit sho ks and
rarefa tions. To de ne these terms, we need to look rst at the hara teristi s of the PDEs.
The hara teristi s of HJB and HJI PDEs orrespond to optimal traje tories of the underlying system's dynami s. Be ause our PDE (2.7) ontains no running ost, the terminal
ondition's values are transmitted without modi ation along hara teristi s|for example,
given some optimal traje tory f (; x; t; b()) of the single input system, (x; t) is equal to
(f (0; x; t; b()); 0), and f (; x; t; b()) is a hara teristi of (2.11) with `(x)  0. A sho k
o urs when hara teristi s ollide; in other words, there exist multiple optimal input signals and hen e traje tories that lead to the same point in the state spa e. A rarefa tion
is in some sense the opposite, and o urs when multiple optimal input signals and hen e
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traje tories emanate from the same terminal point in state spa e. Examples of sho k points
an be seen in gure 3.3, and an example of a rarefa tion in gure 3.4.
If sho ks and rarefa tions are present, a lassi al solution to an HJ PDE may not exist.
Resear hers therefore sought an appropriate de nition of a non- lassi al or weak solution
to the PDE. Vis osity solutions| rst de ned in [44℄ but des ribed in their more useful
present form in [43℄|were a signi ant breakthrough in this pro ess. A bounded, uniformly
ontinuous fun tion (x; t) is a vis osity solution to the HJ PDE

Dt (x; t) + H (x; Dx (x; t)) = 0;
provided that for ea h in nitely di erentiable test fun tion (x; t)

 if (x0 ; t0)

(x0 ; t0 ) is a lo al maximum of the fun tion 

, then

Dt (x0 ; t0 ) + H (x; Dx (x0 ; t0 ))  0

 if (x0 ; t0)

(x0 ; t0 ) is a lo al minimum of the fun tion 

, then

Dt (x0 ; t0 ) + H (x; Dx (x0 ; t0 ))  0
While this de nition is neither parti ularly enlightening nor onstru tive, it turns out that
vis osity solutions are of great pra ti al value. For an introdu tion to vis osity solutions,
we re ommend [50, hapter 10℄, whi h ontains a reasonably understandable proof of their
existen e and uniqueness. The existen e proof in ludes the derivation of the HJB equation
from the DPP, and a demonstration that the vis osity solution is the appropriate weak
solution to des ribe the value fun tion of an optimal ontrol problem. For the two input
ase [51℄ proves that the vis osity solution of the HJI equation is the value fun tion for a
two player, zero sum di erential game.
Note that vis osity solutions are not the same as vanishing vis osity solutions. The latter
are the solutions () (x; t) in the limit  ! 0 of the linear se ond order PDE

Dt () + H (x; Dx () ) = Dx2 () :

(2.12)
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For  > 0, the Lapla ian operator on the right hand side (the \vis osity") guarantees
that () is di erentiable, and hen e that lassi al solutions to the PDE exist. As  ! 0,
this vis osity term vanishes and a unique limit solution may not exist. However, if this
vanishing vis osity solution does exist, it is the same as the (Crandall & Lions) vis osity
solution de ned above.
The literature also ontains several other weak solutions to Hamilton-Ja obi and related
PDEs, in luding some multivalued solutions that have appli ations in wave propagation
and imaging problems, but we will not dis uss them further here.

2.1.5 Information Patterns for Di erential Games
Throughout this thesis, we have hosen to let player II sele t a nonanti ipative strategy that
an respond to the input hoi es of player I. In this se tion we dis uss some possible alternatives to this information pattern. We onsider four basi types of ontrols for the game
players|open loop, state feedba k, nonanti ipative strategies, and anti ipative strategies.
Be ause our rea hable sets generally represent \unsafe" portions of the state spa e, we
usually prefer to overapproximate them rather than underapproximate them. Therefore,
whenever a hoi e must be made between giving player I or player II an advantage, we
hoose to give it to player II, who is trying to make the rea hable set larger. If in another
ontext player I should be given the advantage, it is straightforward to modify the de nition
of the rea hable set (2.3) and the Hamiltonian (2.8).
An open loop strategy requires that both players de ide their entire input signals a(s) and
b(s) for all s 2 [t; 0℄ without any knowledge of the other players' de isions. State feedba k
allows players I and II to hoose a(s) and b(s) respe tively based on the urrent value
of f (s; x; t; a(); b()). We de ned nonanti ipative strategies in se tion 2.1.1. Our system
dynami s are deterministi , so by allowing player II to make de isions about b(s) with full
knowledge of a(r) for r 2 [t; s℄, a nonanti ipative strategy gives player II all the information
of state feedba k, plus player I's urrent input a(s). While player I is at a slight disadvantage
under this information pattern, at a minimum she has a ess to suÆ ient information to
use state feedba k, be ause player II must de lare her strategy before player I hooses a
spe i input and thus player I an determine the response of player II to any input signal.
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An anti ipative strategy would be equivalent to allowing player II to hoose b(s) based on
knowledge of a(r) for all r 2 [t; 0℄; in other words, player I would have to reveal her entire
input signal in advan e to player II.
The systems in whi h we are interested use state feedba k ontrollers. Clearly the open
loop pattern of information is unsuitable for verifying su h systems, and the anti ipative
strategy model is inappropriate as well be ause it e e tively auses player I to operate
open loop. While state feedba k might be a more appropriate model of our systems than
nonanti ipative strategies, it is not so easily turned into an HJ PDE. We have therefore
hosen to use nonanti ipative strategies, and give whatever advantage they onfer to player
II. It an be proven that the value of the di erential game (2.30) under nonanti ipative
strategies is always less than the value under state feedba k [18℄, and onsequently we will
only overapproximate the rea hable set.

2.2 Implementing a Level Set Algorithm
Nonlinear PDEs su h as (2.7) exhibit a number of properties that make their solutions
diÆ ult to determine either analyti ally or numeri ally; for example, even with smooth
initial onditions g(x) and ow eld f (x; a; b), the solution of (2.7) an develop kinks|
lo ations where the derivatives be ome dis ontinuous|in nite time. However, be ause HJ
PDEs des ribe a number of important physi al pro esses, te hniques have been developed
to nd numeri approximations of their solutions.
As des ribed se tion 2.1.4, we seek the vis osity solution of (2.7). A family of algorithms
alled level set methods have been designed spe i ally to ompute approximations to the
vis osity solution for time dependent HJ PDEs with ontinuous initial onditions and Hamiltonians su h as (2.7). In this se tion we examine the details of adapting level set methods
to the approximation of rea hable sets.
We assume throughout that the human modeler provides a way of omputing the optimization over inputs a and b ne essary to ompute H (x; p) in (2.8), and on entrate on
numeri ally determining the zero level set of the solution  to (2.7). Note that we do not
require the modeler to perform a dynami optimization over the entire input signals a()
and b(). In almost all of the examples we have studied so far, the stati optimization of a
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and b for a parti ular x and p is trivial|in most ases f (x; a; b) is a linear fun tion of a and
b (although nonlinear in x). For an example where this optimization was not so simple, see
se tions 3.3 or 6.2.

2.2.1 The Numeri al S heme
As dis ussed in se tion 2.3.3, the goal of our implementation is to ompute with as mu h
a ura y as possible a signed distan e fun tion for the boundary of the rea hable set. The
a ura y of the derivative approximations des ribed below is measured in terms of the
order of their lo al trun ation errors: on a grid with spa ing h, an order p method for
approximating a fun tion u with a numeri ally omputed u^ has error ku u^k = O(hp ). In
general, we will all any s heme with order two or greater (p  2) a high order s heme.
Be ause our state spa e is Rn , we ompute an approximation of the value of (x; t) at
the nodes of a xed Cartesian grid in Rn  [T; 0℄. Within (2.7), there are three terms
that must be evaluated: the spatial derivative Dx (x; t), the Hamiltonian H (x; p) and the
time derivative Dt (x; t). One of the appealing properties of level set methods is that we
an separately hoose te hniques for approximating ea h of these terms at ea h node using
values of  at the node and its neighbors.
Spatial Derivative

Traditional nite di eren e approximations of order p for the spatial derivative of a fun tion
represented on a grid assume that the fun tion and at least its rst p 1 derivatives are
ontinuous. Clearly this property will not hold in the presen e of the kinks in (x; t). Nevertheless, onvergent numeri al approximations of Dx (x; t) were developed shortly after
vis osity solutions were rst proposed [45℄. In our ode, we rely primarily on a weighted,
essentially non-os illatory fth order a urate approximation for our high delity omputations [111, 109℄, although we have implemented a basi rst order a urate s heme for
speed [110, 125℄.
A key feature of all these s hemes is their use of dire tional approximations. Consider
approximating Dx (x; t) for x 2 R (so n = 1). At a grid point xi , there exists a left
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approximation Dx  and a right approximation Dx+ ; a rst order a urate version would
be

(xi ; t) (xi 1 ; t)
;
xi xi 1
(xi+1 ; t) (xi ; t)
Dx+ (xi ; t) =
:
xi+1 xi

Dx (xi ; t) =

A hieving higher order a ura y requires the use of values from more than a grid point's
immediate neighbors and, as mentioned above, assumes ontinuity of higher derivatives.
The assumption will fail near kinks, and as a result the solution will be ome os illatory and
unstable. Essentially non-os illatory (ENO) s hemes ompute several di erent approximations to the left and right, and then hoose to use only the least os illatory. A weighted
essentially non-os illatory (WENO) s heme takes advantage of all the approximations in
smooth regions of the solution to in rease the order of a ura y, but reverts to ENO near
kinks. Our fth order a urate WENO s heme uses three neighbors on ea h side to ompute a node's left and right approximations to Dx (x; t). Extension to multidimensional
spa es (n > 1) is on eptually trivial, sin e the approximation of Dx (x; t) an be omputed
separately for ea h dimension.
It should be noted that none of these nite di eren e s hemes an a hieve better than rst
order a ura y in the immediate vi inity of a kink, be ause the rst derivative does not
exist at su h a point. The added omplexity of the s hemes adds a ura y only away from
these points; a property whi h is sometimes alled high resolution to distinguish it from
true high order a ura y. Experimentally, we have found that high resolution methods
like WENO are worth the added omplexity be ause the fully rst order a urate s hemes
annot deliver suÆ iently a urate rea hable sets.
Hamiltonian

We have hosen to use the well studied Lax-Friedri hs (LF) approximation


H^ (x; p+ ; p ) , H x; p

+p+
2



1 T +
2 (p

p );

(2.13)

where p+ and p are the right and left approximations of p respe tively and H (x; p) is
given by (2.8). The se ond term in this approximation is a high order numeri al dissipation
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added to damp out spurious os illations in the solution. The omponents of the ve tor
depend on the partial derivatives of H with respe t to its se ond argument
i

H
= max
p2I pi

(2.14)

where I is a hyper ube ontaining all the values that the ve tor p takes on over the omputational domain (see [111℄ for details). We an understand this dissipative term as being
analogous to an  6= 0 Lapla ian term Dx2  in the vanishing vis osity version (2.12) of the
HJ PDE. When p+ 6= p and 6= 0, we add some dissipation to the equation in order
to avoid a sharp kink that would lead to numeri al instability. Too mu h dissipation will
ex essively smooth the approximate solution (rounding o what should be sharp orners in
the rea hable set), while too little will lead to numeri al instability. The amount hosen
by (2.14) is suÆ ient to guarantee stability and experimentally appears not to be overly
dissipative.
A number of other options for the numeri al Hamiltonian were onsidered [111, 45, 109℄.
A Lo al Lax-Friedri hs (LLF) s heme redu es the size of the set I in (2.14) and therefore
adds less dissipation. Experimentally, we saw little di eren e between LF and LLF in
the examples we have studied thus far for two reasons: regular reinitialization of  (see
se tion 2.2.2) already tightly restri ts the range of possible values of p, and the swit hing
nature of the optimal inputs a and b in (2.8) mean that the Hamiltonian's partials depend
only slightly on the a tual value of p. For these same reasons we did not use the Roe
with entropy x or Gudonov Hamiltonians des ribed in [111℄. Both attempt to further
redu e dissipation by hoosing either the left or right approximation of the spatial derivative
a ording to whi h is the upwind approximation; however, in our experien e the slight
redu tion in dissipation was not worth the e ort required to determine the upwind dire tion.
Time Derivative

We appeal to the method of lines to treat the time derivative of (2.7). From (2.13) we see
how to ompute H^ at any node, and so we an treat the value of  at that node as the
solution to the ordinary di erential equation (ODE) Dt  +min[0; H^ ℄ = 0. Among the many
numeri al ODE solvers that exist, the expli it Runge-Kutta (RK) s hemes are parti ularly
easy to implement. Like any expli it solver for time dependent PDEs, the timestep t
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that an be taken by our RK integrator is restri ted by the Courant-Friedri hs-Lewy (CFL)
ondition to be some ow speed dependent multiple of the spatial grid size x. In fa t,
applying standard RK s hemes to the solution of HJ PDEs will lead to instability unless
t is proportional to x2 , a restri tion that would greatly in rease omputational ost
for a xed time interval [ T; 0℄. Therefore, we use Total Variation Diminishing (TVD)
RK s hemes [129, 109℄, whi h will not introdu e os illations into the solution when t is
proportional to x. We have implemented rst (whi h is just forward Euler) and se ond
order a urate TVD RK s hemes. Be ause of the CFL ondition, the timestep is usually
mu h smaller than the grid spa ing; onsequently, it is possible to use less a urate methods
in time than in spa e without a noti eable degradation in solution quality.

2.2.2 Pra ti al Details
After the numeri al s heme is hosen, a number of pra ti al details must be worked out in
order to produ e reasonable approximations to rea hable sets.
Initial Conditions

We assume that the modeler an provide a signed distan e fun tion representation for G0 .
Constru ting su h a fun tion manually is straightforward for many basi geometri sets
su h as ir les, polygons, ylinders and prisms (see se tion 3.1.2 for an example involving a
ylinder). Using minimum, maximum and negation operators it is possible to form approximate signed distan e fun tions for unions, interse tions, omplements and set di eren es of
su h basi sets. For example, if sets G1 and G2 are represented by signed distan e fun tions
g1 (x) and g2 (x) then

G1 [ G2 is represented by
G1 \ G2 is represented by
G1{ is represented by
G1nG2 is represented by

min[g1 (x); g2 (x)℄;
max[g1 (x); g2 (x)℄;

g1 (x);
max[g1 (x); g2 (x)℄:

(2.15)

While the resulting fun tions are only approximately signed distan e, they an be turned
into true signed distan e fun tions by applying reinitialization to them (see below).
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Boundary Conditions

The HJ PDE (2.7) that we are trying to solve is de ned over all of Rn , and hen e has no
physi al boundary. Unfortunately, we an numeri ally approximate the solution only on a
nite domain, so we must introdu e boundaries and enfor e some form of boundary onditions. For periodi dimensions we hoose our omputational domain to in lude one omplete
period and enfor e periodi boundary onditions; for example, the relative heading r in
se tion 3.1. For the remaining dimensions, our options are more limited and none are physially orre t. We have hosen to use an homogeneous Neumann boundary ondition, whi h
sets the dire tional derivative of (x; t) normal to the boundary to zero. This hoi e seems
the least likely to introdu e instability and thereby destroy the solution globally, although
it will disturb the solution lo ally. Through regular reinitialization and by working on a
omputational domain large enough that the zero level set never approa hes the boundary,
however, we ensure that the boundary ondition does not wre k our rea hability results by
disturbing the motion of the zero level set.
Reinitialization

As dis ussed in se tion 2.3.3, there are a number of advantages to having  in the form of a
signed distan e fun tion for the boundary of the rea hable set. However, even if the modeler
provides a signed distan e fun tion for the terminal onditions g(x), evolution a ording
to (2.7) an qui kly distort . Physi ally in orre t boundary onditions on the edges of the
omputational domain an also ause problems. Therefore, we periodi ally halt the regular
omputation in our algorithm and re onstru t a proper signed distan e representation of
. Sin e we are only on erned with the lo ation of the zero level set of  for determining
rea hability, we an modify its value away from this level set as mu h as ne essary to ensure
that kDx k = 1.
Be ause of its wide use in level set methods, several di erent te hniques for reinitialization
have been developed [39, 132, 53, 125℄. We have hosen to exe ute a few dis rete timesteps
of a solver for the PDE

Dt~~(x; t~) = sign(~(x; t~))(1
~(x; 0) = (x; t):

kDx~(x; t~)k);

(2.16)
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Note that this PDE is run in an auxiliary timeframe t~. If it were run to onvergen e, then
kDx ~k = 1, but in pra ti e we run one to ten dis rete timesteps to some t~f , and then reset
(x; t) = ~(x; t~f ) to get kDx k  1. Analyti ally, sign(~) = 0 on the zero level set of , and
so that level set should never move. In pra ti e, we need to use a smoothed sign fun tion,
su h as
sign() =

p



2 + x2

;

to avoid moving the zero level set too mu h.
We have hosen this method for two reasons. First, its initial onditions do not require
expli it determination of the zero level set of . It is diÆ ult to perform su h expli it
onstru tions at higher than rst order a ura y or to extend them to higher dimensional
spa es. Se ond, we an use the high resolution te hniques from se tion 2.2.1 for omputing
spatial and time derivatives, and so our reinitialization will not ause a loss of a ura y
in our omputation. It is also possible to implement a fast but a urate Gudonov solver
for (2.16) [53℄, and so reinitialization will not introdu e any added dissipation. The major
disadvantage of this method is its speed when ompared against ompetitors su h as the
fast mar hing method with expli it front onstru tion [139, 125℄. Approximately half of the
exe ution time of our urrent implementation is spent in reinitialization.
Lo alizing Computation

The HJ PDE (2.7) des ribes the evolution of  in all of Rn ; however, we are only interested in
its zero level set. Consequently, we an restri t our e ort to grid nodes near the boundary
between positive and negative values of . In the level set literature this idea has been
variously alled lo al level set [116℄ or narrowbanding [125℄. We have implemented a new
variant of this method in our ode [101℄, and typi ally restri t our e ort to within three to
six nodes on ea h side of the interfa e.
Be ause the boundary of the rea hable set is of one dimension less than the state spa e,
onsiderable savings are available for two and three dimensional problems. If the number of
nodes in ea h dimension is n (proportional to x 1 ) and the dimension d, the total number
of nodes is O(nd ); the CFL ondition on timestep means that total omputational ost for a
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xed time interval [ T; 0℄ is O(nd+1 ). With lo al level sets, we redu e omputational osts
ba k down to O(nd ), and we have seen this ost behavior experimentally.

2.3 Alternative Algorithms
In this se tion we review a variety of alternative te hniques for nding rea hable sets. We
break these s hemes into two lasses. We will all a s heme onvergent if there exists some
proof that its approximation of the rea hable set onverges to the true rea hable set as
the approximation is re ned; for the onvergent s hemes dis ussed below an approximation is re ned by using a ner grid in omputations. The other lass of s hemes is alled
overapproximative, be ause they are generally designed to guarantee that any errors in the
approximation make the rea hable set larger. We are not aware of any proofs of onvergen e for the overapproximative s hemes, but none were designed with that formal goal in
mind. Do not take these names too seriously, be ause many overapproximative te hniques
an be modi ed to produ e guaranteed underapproximations, and at least one onvergent
te hnique an guarantee overapproximations as well.
Drawing on the vo abulary of PDEs, another way to di erentiate these two lasses of
rea hable set methods is as Eulerian or Lagrangian approximations. An Eulerian approa h
approximates the solution's values at the nodes of a xed grid using nite di eren e, nite
element or nite volume te hniques. In ontrast, a Lagrangian approa h follows the ow of
the solution by omputing along traje tories of the dynami s; a pro ess that is equivalent
to solving a PDE by the method of hara teristi s. All of the onvergent s hemes fall into
the Eulerian ategory, while most of the overapproximative s hemes are Lagrangian.
A nal distin tion between the two lasses of algorithms is whether they ompute forwards
or ba kwards rea hable sets. All of the onvergent algorithms work ba kwards, while all
of the overapproximative te hniques were designed to work forwards. This division is dire tly linked to the di eren e between Eulerian and Lagrangian approa hes and may be
 By\ xed" we mean that the mesh points do not move during omputation. These algorithms may add or

subtra t mesh points; for example, via adaptive mesh re nement strategies. The grids are usually Cartesian,
although there is no reason that the algorithms ould not be implemented on irregular meshes.
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Figure 2.1: Comparing Eulerian and Lagrangian ba kwards rea hable sets.
fundamental. Consider the simple two dimensional system

x_ 1 = 2;
x_ 2 = a;
a 2 [ 1; +1℄;
G0 = [ 1; +1℄  [ 1; +1℄:
The left side of gure 2.1 shows the ( orre t) ba kwards rea hable set as omputed by our
Eulerian time-dependent HJI formulation. Noti e that for any initial state with x1 < 3,
player I may hoose her input a() so as to avoid the target set G0 entirely. In the HJI
equation, this behavior manifests as a sho k in the solution at x1 = 3. A Lagrangian
solution to this problem would tra k traje tories leaving the boundary of the usable part of
G0 (see [17℄); those traje tories are shown on the right side of gure 2.1 and ontinue beyond
the sho k at x1 = 3. The hallenge in the Lagrangian approa h is to dete t and stop the
traje tories at the sho k. Su h dete tion is relatively easy in two dimensions (where sho ks
are points), but be omes almost impossible in three or more dimensions. There is a lear
parallel between this diÆ ulty in omputing ba kwards rea hable sets and the failure of
hara teristi based methods to orre tly ompute the solution of nonlinear PDEs beyond
sho ks. Consequently, Lagrangian te hniques are poorly suited to ba kwards rea hable set
omputation in the presen e of sho ks. In a onverse way, Eulerian te hniques in orre tly
introdu e sho ks when omputing the forwards rea hable sets of ertain systems; however,
we will not further dis uss the issue here.
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2.3.1 Convergent Methods
In this se tion we examine two formulations of the rea hability problem whi h an theoreti ally ompute the exa t rea hable set G ( ). Analyti ally, their results are equivalent to
one another and to those produ ed by our formulation (see Theorem 5), but their pra ti al
implementations di er.
To simplify the presentation below, we restri t ourselves to the optimal ontrol ase of a
single input attempting to drive the system into the target set. The dynami s in this ase
are

x_ = f (x; b);

(2.17)

be ause this restri tion is equivalent to removing player I from the game in se tion 2.1. As
a onsequen e, we no longer need worry about the strategy of player II and an de ne the
rea hable set in the slightly simpler form

G ( ) , fx 2 Rn j9b() 2 B(t); 9s 2 [t; 0℄; f (s; x; t; b()) 2 G0 g:

(2.18)

A Stati Hamilton-Ja obi Formulation

The rst, and perhaps most basi among all rea hability formulations draws on the time to
rea h fun tion, whi h we will de ne as

t(x; b()) ,

8
<min

f = tj(0; x; t; b()) 2 G0g; if f j(0; x; t; b()) 2 G0 g 6= ;;
:
+1
otherwise:

Note that t(x; b())  0, be ause our traje tories always start from some t
minimum time to rea h fun tion is then

T(x) ,

inf

b()2B(

1)

t(x; b()):

(2.19)

 0. The
(2.20)

For more details on this formulation, see [18, 19℄ (the de nitions (2.19) and (2.20) are
respe tively equivalent to the fun tions tx (b) and T (x) dis ussed in [18, 19℄, although the
statement of (2.19) di ers slightly due to the shifted time domain in our formulation). Those
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referen es also dis uss how to move these de nitions and most of the results des ribed below
into the di erential game setting.
Based on (2.19) and (2.20), it is easy to dedu e the following fa t.
Fa t 4.

The rea hable set G ( ) is the  sublevel set of the minimum time to rea h fun tion

G ( ) = fx 2 Rn jT(x)   g:

(2.21)

Although there exists a stati Hamilton-Ja obi equation whose solution is T(x), it involves
in nite boundary onditions applied along a boundary whi h annot always be determined
a priori. Consequently, pra ti al implementations work with the bounded dis ounted minimum time to rea h fun tion TD(x), whi h is related to T(x) through the Kruzkov transform

TD(x) , 1 e T(x) :
Using a single player version of the Hamiltonian (2.8)

H (x; p) = min pT f (x; b);
b2B

TD(x) is the solution to the following stati Hamilton-Ja obi equation
TD + H (x; Dx TD) + 1 = 0for x 2 G0{ ;
TD(x) = 0for x 2  G0 :

(2.22)

Sin e 0  TD(x)  1, we do not need to represent unbounded values in oating point
arithmeti . For many systems of interest, however, we annot guarantee that ontinuous
solutions of (2.22) exist. A system is small time ontrollable if at every point in the state
spa e the system's traje tory an be driven in any possible dire tion by some hoi e of the
input. For a small time ontrollable system, the solution of (2.22) is ontinuous. Unfortunately, many important examples are not small time ontrollable; for example, our airplane
models always have a positive forward velo ity, so there does not exist any input whi h
will drive the system instantaneously ba kward. The TD fun tion whi h would arise while
studying su h a system would in most ases be dis ontinuous. Continuity is even less likely
for di erential game models, and without ontinuity level set methods annot be applied.
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Using an appropriately onstru ted nite di eren e approximation of the partial derivative
Dx TD, however, an iterative numeri al algorithm for nding the vis osity solution of (2.22)
has been developed and implemented [52, 20℄. The resulting rea hable set is G ( ) = fx 2
Rn jTD(x)  1
e  g. When the true solution TD(x) is ontinuous, it an be proved
that this algorithm's approximation onverges to that true solution as the grid is re ned.
The ost of the algorithm is proportional to the number of grid points, whi h is usually
exponential in the dimension of the state spa e.
Extra ting the boundary of the rea hable set from TD(x) may prove diÆ ult for two reasons.
For ases in whi h TD(x) is dis ontinuous, the solution's a ura y near the dis ontinuity|
whi h is frequently the boundary of the rea hable set|is signi antly degraded. Even grid
level resolution of a dis ontinuity's lo ation may be diÆ ult to a hieve. In regions where
TD(x) is smooth, the exponential mapping an ause problems as e  gets very lose to
zero. This e e t will limit subgrid resolution of the boundary even when using s hemes
with higher order a ura y on problems with ompletely ontinuous solutions.
An alternative algorithm for omputing rea hable sets from the minimum time to rea h
fun tion is des ribed in [34℄; it is based on Dijkstra's algorithm [48℄ for omputing minimum
time paths over dis rete grids. A very eÆ ient s heme for omputing T(x) under ertain
onditions on the ow eld (2.17) has re ently been developed for the single player ase [126℄.
A Formulation from Viability Theory

An alternative approa h to rea hability is based on viability theory [12℄ and set valued
analysis [14℄. The rst step is to transform our ordinary di erential equation with one
input (2.17) into an input free di erential in lusion

dx
= x_ 2 F (x) , ff (x; b) 2 Rn jb 2 Bg:
dt

(2.23)

The right hand side F of this equation is a set valued map |for any x, F (x)  Rn . For
reasons related to the existen e and uniqueness of solutions to (2.23) [13℄, viability theory
typi ally assumes that F (x) is onvex and nonempty for any x 2 Rn and that the graph of
F is losed with linear growth in x; an F with these properties is alled a Mar haud map.
We make the following assumption in any subsequent dis ussion involving viability theory.
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The set valued map F is a Mar haud map. If the ow eld f satis es
Assumptions 1 and 2, then the only additional onstraint we need to put on F to guarantee
that it is Mar haud is that its value F (x) is a onvex set for any x 2 Rn .

Assumption 4.

A solution of (2.23) is a traje tory F ( ; x) : [0; 1℄ ! Rn su h that

d
 ( ; x) 2 F (F ( ; x)) almost everywhere;
d F
F (0; x) = x:
We use the symbol ; for set valued maps in the same way that ! is used for regular
fun tions. De ne SF : Rn ; C ([0; +1℄; R n ) so that SF (x) is the set of absolutely ontinuous
traje tories leading from a point x 2 Rn . Thus F (; x) 2 SF (x).
With these de nitions in pla e, we an de ne the  nite horizon apture basin of the target
set G0 under di erential in lusion F as

CaptF (G0 ;  ) , fx 2 Rn j9F (; x) 2 SF (x); 9^ 2 [0;  ℄; F (^ ; x) 2 G0 g:

(2.24)

In words, the apture basin is the set of states from whi h emanate at least one traje tory
leading to G0 in time  or less. The equivalen e of the apture basin and rea hable set is
stated in Theorem 5. The on ept of apture basin an also be extended to the di erential
game setting in the form of leadership and dis riminating kernels, see [13℄ for more details.
Based on earlier work [56, 123℄ an algorithm has been developed to ompute CaptF (G0 ;  )
dire tly [38℄. The s heme divides the state spa e into a xed grid. Ea h point on the grid is
labeled by a boolean variable whi h is true if that mesh point is within the apture basin|
initially, only points in G0 will have a true value. Given a xed timestep  , a dis rete
approximation of F at ea h mesh point is omputed, from whi h one an determine what
other mesh points an be rea hed in a single timestep. The pro edure is iterative, where at
ea h step a mesh point's value is set to true if it an be rea hed from any mesh point that is
already true (this pro edure is the forward Euler s heme adapted to set valued di erential
in lusions). Any mesh point whi h is true after = timesteps is in CaptF (G0 ;  ). The
ost of the algorithm is doubly exponential in the dimension of the state spa e, be ause in
general F must be dis retized for ea h mesh point separately. A slightly modi ed version of
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this algorithm an be used to ompute underapproximations of the vis osity solution T(x)
of the stati Hamilton-Ja obi equation [38, 22℄.
The approximation provided by this algorithm an be shown to onverge to the true apture
basin as the grid is re ned [38℄, although no expli it onvergen e rate is given. Unlike
the methods based on PDEs, this algorithm an guarantee an overapproximation of the
rea hable set if the dis retization of F is suÆ iently overapproximated. Be ause of the
boolean nature of the data on the grid, this algorithm has no problem treating systems
whose time to rea h fun tion is dis ontinuous. Conversely, absolutely no subgrid resolution
of the apture basin is possible be ause every grid point is either ompletely inside or
ompletely outside of it. Adaptive mesh re nement in the neighborhood of the apture
basin's boundary has been used to develop more a urate approximations, but the ost
grows very qui kly as the grid is made ner.

Convergent Formulations Generate the Same Rea hable Set

Theorem 5 (Equivalen e of Convergent Formulations).

The following sets are equiv-

alent

G ( ) = CaptF (G0;  ) = fx 2 Rn jT(x)   g = fx 2 Rn j(x; t)  0g
We keep our proof brief in order to maintain the fo us of this se tion on the omparison of
various rea hability algorithms.
Proof. Be ause the set of traje tories whi h solve (2.17) is the same as the set of traje tories
whi h solve (2.23) [42, se tion 0.4℄, the equivalen e of G ( ) and CaptF (G0 ;  ) is a trivial
onsequen e of their de nitions. In the viability literature, the  sublevel set of T(x) is
given as an alternative de nition for the apture basin [13, de nition 2.7.4℄, so learly the
se ond and third sets are equivalent. Theorem 3 provides the equivalen e of G ( ) and the
zero sublevel set of (x; t); the proof is developed in se tion 2.4.
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2.3.2 Overapproximative Methods
As a group, these methods share the goal of eÆ iently omputing an approximation of the
rea hable set whose error is of a guaranteed sign. All methods an produ e an overapproximation, and with modi ed parameters some an instead produ e an underapproximation.
We will dis uss the former, but note those ases where the latter an be found as well.
All these methods have used the same two part strategy to rea h this goal, although their
implementations of that strategy di er signi antly. The rst part of the strategy is to
hoose some xed representation for the rea hable sets; for example, a polyhedra. The
se ond is to restri t the lass of ontinuous ow eld, in most ases to linear dynami s.
In some ases the assumptions are strong enough that a losed form solution or overapproximation is possible. In others, the assumptions lead to an optimization problem whose
solution represents an overapproximation. If that optimization problem is onvex (a linear
program for example), then it an be solved eÆ iently and reliably.
In the remainder of this se tion, we des ribe the parti ular assumptions made by ea h of
these overapproximative rea hability algorithms; however, be ause the fo us of this thesis is
on an analyti ally onvergent te hnique, we will not dis uss their implementations in detail.
Many early rea hability tools [89, 142℄ operated on timed automata, whi h are systems
with onstant dynami s (x_ = where 2 Rn is a onstant). Resear h on su h systems is
still ongoing, see [24℄ for example. Another early tool, HyTe h [68, 69℄ applied to systems
in whi h the dynami s lay in a bounded, onstant interval x_ 2 [x_ min; x_ max ℄ and the sets
were onvex polyhedra. A more re ent o spring of HyTe h is HyperTe h [71℄. It uses
interval arithmeti to bound the dynami s lo ally in spa e and time, so it is mu h more
appropriate for nonlinear systems than its prede essor. Interval arithmeti also means that
its overapproximation omes with a very strong guarantee, but restri ts the representation
of the rea hable set to (possibly non onvex) unions of hyperre tangles. These algorithms
are basi ally treating di erential in lusions, so a single input an be handled trivially, but
treating two adversarial inputs, as would arise in a di erential game, is not possible.
Teaming polyhedral representations with linear or aÆne dynami s has been a popular strategy. Dynami s of the form x_ = Ax where A 2 Rnn is a onstant matrix have expli it
solutions, and a onvex polyhedron evolving under su h a ow eld remains a onvex polyhedron, although the rea hable set is usually non onvex. The tool d/dt [46, 29, 9, 47℄ tra ks
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the motion of su h onvex polyhedra under linear ows, and olle ts their non onvex union
into \orthogonal polyhedra". This algorithm has also been adapted to derive underapproximations, sin e su h a omputation is required to guarantee their overapproximations.
Che kMate [40, 41℄ uses an optimization based rea hability algorithm formulated to handle
general dynami s, but only guaranteed to work for linear dynami s. Another optimization
based method for handling pie ewise aÆne dynami s (x_ = Ax + , where 2 Rn is a onstant) and polyhedral rea hable sets is des ribed in [25℄. The algorithm in Coho [63, 64℄
uses linear programming to ta kle nonlinear dynami s with bounding aÆne intervals, and
represents rea hable sets in dimensions higher than two as proje tions into two dimensional
subspa es.
Representation size s ales well with dimension for some restri tive lasses of polyhedra|for
example, onvex polyhedra spe i ed as the interse tion of a olle tion of halfspa es|but
in many ases the true rea hable sets for systems will be grossly overapproximated by
su h polyhedra. Pra ti al implementations frequently resort to representations that s ale
poorly but an manage at least three to six dimensions; to our knowledge none has been
demonstrated on a system with higher dimension. Many of these algorithms an treat single
input systems, and a few an be extended to di erential game settings.
Another set representation that s ales very well to higher dimension is ellipsoids. Under
time varying linear dynami s with a single input and starting with an ellipsoidal target
set, ellipsoids whi h tightly overapproximate or underapproximate the evolved shape of
the target set an be omputed via expli it formulas [86, 85℄. The approximations an be
re ned by taking interse tions or unions of additional ellipsoids. The VeriSHIFT tool [28℄
implements these methods.
All of the methods des ribed previously in this se tion are similar in that they start with
an expli it representation of the target set, and ompute an expli it representation of the
rea hable set. An alternative approa h would be to divide the state spa e into a nite
number of sets a priori, and then ompute the rea hable set using a dis rete algorithm.
In an early version of su h a s heme [84℄, the state spa e was divided into a uniform grid;
this algorithm turns out to be very similar to the apture basin algorithm des ribed in se tion 2.3.1, but la ked any formal onvergen e results. A more re ent algorithm [134℄ works
only with polynomial dynami s and the zero sublevel sets of polynomials. By partitioning
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the state spa e with a \ ylindri al algebrai de omposition" based on the system's polynomials, a dis rete approximation of the dynami s an be onstru ted whi h requires fewer
states and less overapproximation than does the uniform grid partitioning. Another set of
analysis tools [88, 87℄ based on similar ideas for linear systems is under development.
In pra ti al terms, many nonlinear systems are studied as though they were linear with
varying parameters. The rea hable sets generated by several linear parameter varying approximations to one parti ular nonlinear system are ompared in [128℄.
Finally, there are lear ties between rea hable set omputation and the huge eld of Lyapunov theory (for more on Lyapunov theory, see [124, hapter 5℄). In its simplest form, a
Lyapunov fun tion is a fun tion of the system's state whi h de reases in value along every
traje tory of the system's dynami s. Among the many uses of Lyapunov fun tions is the
determination of invariant sets, whi h are sets of states from whi h traje tories annot esape. Be ause the fun tion's value de reases along every system traje tory, the sublevel set
of a Lyapunov fun tion is an impli it surfa e representation of an invariant set. An example
of a Lyapunov fun tion is the minimum time to rea h fun tion (2.20).
In many appli ations, the rea hable set of interest is also an invariant set. It should ome
as no surprise that for general systems, Lyapunov fun tions are diÆ ult to nd. However,
algorithms are now available to eÆ iently onstru t quadrati Lyapunov fun tions (yielding
ellipsoidal invariant sets) for systems with linear dynami s and multiple inputs [31℄. The
algorithms use linear matrix inequalities and semide nite programming, so they an handle
some types of nonlinearities in the dynami s, in luding se tor bounded nonlinearities [74,
73℄.

2.3.3 Comparing the Various Te hniques
They share the same general strategy, and so the overapproximative methods generally
share the same strengths and weaknesses when omputing rea hable sets. Their representations of rea hable sets are usually hosen to s ale polynomially with state spa e dimension
n, although the worst ase for a few an be exponential in n; for example, orthogonal polyhedra. If their representation's size exhibits polynomial growth for pra ti al appli ations,
these methods s ore a signi ant win over the onvergent s hemes, sin e exe ution time and
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memory requirements generally s ale linearly with the size of the rea hable set's representation. Despite this advantage, none of these s hemes is appropriate to the nonlinear systems
that we study. Few of the overapproximative methods an handle nonlinear dynami s, and
the approximations of those that do are too oarse for pra ti al appli ation.
The algorithms for the three onvergent methods|our time dependent Hamilton-Ja obi,
the stati Hamilton-Ja obi, and the apture basin approa h|all ompute numeri al solutions on Eulerian grids. As a onsequen e, these algorithms are less prone to numeri al
instability than those implemented with moving representations (su h as most overapproximative s hemes), but they will fail to resolve any features of the rea hable set smaller than
the spa ing between grid nodes. Be ause the number of grid nodes usually grows exponentially with dimension, these methods all su er from Bellman's urse of dimensionality and
are not immediately pra ti al for dimension greater than four or ve. On the other hand,
all three s hemes an handle nonlinear dynami s in a di erential game setting, and make no
assumptions about the shape of the rea hable set. Their approximations of the rea hable
set are not only theoreti ally onvergent, but also a urate to about the grid resolution in
pra ti e.
The di eren es between the three algorithms are more subtle, but still worth examining.
In our mind, the most important is a ura y. In pra ti e, neither the stati HJ nor the
apture basin algorithm an deliver subgrid resolution of the rea hable set. As shown in
se tion 3.1.4, our algorithm resolves the boundary of the rea hable set to less than one
tenth of a grid ell in most of the state spa e. This a ura y is signi ant be ause of the
high ost of re ning the grid|doubling the resolution of the stati HJ or apture basin
algorithms requires eight times as mu h work in three dimensions or sixteen in four. Our
implementation generates a signed distan e fun tion representation of the rea hable set: at
any point x in state spa e, j(x; t)j is the distan e to the nearest point on the boundary of
the rea hable set, and sign((x; t)) determines whether x is inside or outside. Consequently,
for any x we an extra t not only the distan e to the boundary, but also the dire tion of
the nearest point on the boundary.y However, the other two algorithms do have strengths.
Both naturally handle state onstraints, while our time dependent formulation annot in its
urrent form. On a grid of xed size, both are likely to be faster than our time dependent
y The dire tion is given by
inputs (see se tion 3.1.5).

Dx (x; t)=kDx (x; t)k, and

an prove useful for synthesizing safe ontrol
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formulation, although it has been diÆ ult to ome by omparable exe ution times. The
apture basin algorithm an guarantee an overapproximation of the rea hable set. On the
other hand, if we wish to use the rea hable set to synthesize optimal ontrol inputs, it will
be easier to determine those ontrols from the minimum time to rea h fun tion generated
by the stati HJ formulation.

2.4 Dire t Proof of the Time Dependent Formulation
At the end of this se tion we prove Theorem 3. The proof depends on some results from
the literature of vis osity solutions and di erential games, and on the de nition of a new
system whi h has an augmented set of inputs for player II.

2.4.1 Augmenting the Dynami s
In the proof, we will use a modi ed set of system dynami s in whi h we augment player II's
inputs with the s alar

b() 2 B(t) , f : [t; 0℄ ! [0; 1℄j() is measurableg:
De ne the augmented input for player II as
h

~b = b b

i

2 B  [0; 1℄;

~ (t) and ~ (t). The di erential game referred to in the remainder of
and similarly de ne B~, B
this se tion will be played with dynami s

f~(x; a; ~b) , bf (x; a; b);

(2.25)

and its traje tories will be denoted by f~(s; x; t; a(); ~b()).
From (2.25), we see that player II may hoose to play the game with normal dynami s by
taking b = 1, may hoose slowed dynami s with b 2 ℄0; 1[, or may hoose to freeze the
dynami s entirely by taking b = 0. Be ause the latter ase proves important, we will all
this additional s alar b the freezing input. We need to add the freezing input to the system
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be ause the HJI PDE whi h we introdu e in the next se tion is only able to determine
whether a traje tory is in the target set at exa tly time zero. If we used this PDE on the
original system, player I ould \avoid" the target by driving a traje tory into the target
and then out the other side before time zero. But with the freezing input available, player
II an stop a traje tory's evolution if it ever enters the target set.
Clearly, there is a lose onne tion between traje tories of the augmented system (2.25)
and traje tories of the original system (2.1). We an formalize the onne tion through the
pseudo-time variable  : [t; 0℄ ! [t; 0℄, whi h for any b() 2 B(t) is given by

(s) , t +

Z s
t

b() d

(2.26)

Note that (s) is ontinuous and monotoni ally in reasing. We will also need the (possibly
dis ontinuous) inverse fun tion  1 : [t; (0)℄ ! [t; 0℄, whi h we de ne by

 1 () , inf f 2 [t; 0℄j()  g

(2.27)
h

i

For any a() 2 A(t) and ~b() = b() b() 2
B~ (t), de ne  as in (2.26) and  1 as in (2.27). Then for every traje tory of the original system, there is a traje tory of the augmented system related through the pseudo-time
variable 
Lemma 6 (Equivalen e of Traje tories).

f ((s); x; t; a( 1 ()); b( 1 ())) = f~(s; x; t; a(); ~b())
for any s 2 [t; 0℄.
Proof. De ne the shorthand

f (s) , f (s; x; t; a( 1 ()); b( 1 ()));
f~(s) , f~(s; x; t; a(); ~b()):
Then we an write
Z s

df~()
d;
d
Z s t
= x + f (f~(); a(); b())b () d;

f~(s) = f~(t) +
t

(2.28)
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and

f ((s)) = f (t) +
=x+
=x+

Z (s)

Z (st)
Zt s
t

df ()
d;
d

f (f (); a( 1 ()); b( 1 ())) d;

f (f (()); a(); b())b () d;

where we have used a hange of variables  = () after the se ond step. From these two
equations and the fa t that b() 2 [0; 1℄,

f ((s)) f~(s) =

kf ((s)) f~(s)k 


Z s
Zt

s

Zt

s

(f (f (()); a(); b())

k(f (f (()); a(); b()) f (f~(); a(); b()))b()k d;
kf (f (()); a(); b()) f (f~(); a(); b())k d;

tZ
s

K

f (f~(); a(); b()))b() d;

t

(2.29)

kf (()) f~()k d;

where K is the Lips hitz onstant for the ow eld f . Letting
(s) =

Z s
t

kf (()) f~()k d;

we see that (t) = 0, (s)  0, and _ (s) = kf ((s))
of we get the di erential inequality

f~(s)k. Rewriting (2.29) in terms

_ (s) K (s)  0;
whose only solution is (s)  0 (the steps needed to show this fa t are the same as those
given in the proof of Theorem 1 in se tion 2.1.2). Therefore f ((s)) = f~(s).

2.4.2 The Di erential Game and its Solution
We will work with a nite horizon di erential game [17℄ played over time horizon [ T; 0℄
whose dynami s are governed by the ow eld (2.25). A traje tory in this game has a
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terminal ost

C (x; t; a(); ~b()) = g(f~(0; x; t; a(); ~b ())):
and no running ost. The goal of player I will be to maximize this ost, while player II will
try to minimize it. Consequently, the value of our di erential game will be

(x; t) = inf

sup C (x; t; a(); ~ [a℄())

~2 ~ (t) a()2A(t)

= inf sup g(f~(0; x; t; a(); ~[a℄()))
~2 ~ (t) a()2A(t)

(2.30)

The value fun tion (x; t) of our game is the vis osity solution of the HamiltonJa obi-Isaa s terminal value PDE

Lemma 7.

Dt (x; t) + H~ (x; Dx (x; t)) = 0; for t 2 [T; 0℄; x 2 Rn ;
(x; 0) = g(x);for x 2 Rn ;

(2.31)

H~ (x; p) = max min pT f~(x; a; ~b):

(2.32)

where
a2A ~b2B~

Proof. This lemma is just a spe ial ase of Theorem 4.1 in [51℄.

2.4.3 The Proof of Theorem 3
We need one more intermediate result before proving Theorem 3.
Lemma 8.

set G ( )

For t 2 [T; 0℄, the value fun tion (x; t) given by (2.30) des ribes the rea hable

fx 2 Rn j(x; t) < 0g  G ( )  fx 2 Rn j(x; t)  0g:

(2.33)

Proof. We prove the relations in (2.33) by showing that

x 2 G ( ) =) (x; t)  0;
(x; t) < 0 =) x 2 G ( ):

(2.34)
(2.35)
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We will assume that x 2 G ( ) and (x; t) > 0 and derive a ontradi tion. Consider
rst the impli ations of (2.30).

Case 1:

(x; t) = inf

sup C (x; t; a(); ~ [a℄()) > 0;

~ 2 ~ (t) a()2A(t)

=) 9 > 0; 8~ 2 ~ (t); sup C (x; t; a(); ~ [a℄()) > 2 > 0;
a()2A(t)
=) 9 > 0; 8~ 2 ~ (t); 9a^() 2 A(t); C (x; t; a^(); ~ [^a℄()) >  > 0:

(2.36)

Now onsider the impli ations of x 2 G ( ). By (2.3) there is a 2 (t) su h that for the
a^() from (2.36) and b() = [^a℄() there exists s 2 [t; 0℄ su h that f (s; x; t; a^(); b()) 2 G0 .
By (2.2), g(f (s; x; t; a^(); b())) < 0. Choose freezing input signal

b(r) =

8
<1;

for r 2 [t; s[;

0; for r 2 [s; 0℄:

:

Combine this b() with the b() hosen above to get ~b(), an input whi h will generate a
traje tory

f~(r; x; t; a^(); ~b()) =

8
<

f(

r; x; t; a^(); b()); for r 2 [t; s℄;

f (s; x; t; a^(); b()); for r 2 [s; 0℄:

:

In parti ular, f~(0; x; t; a^(); ~b()) = f (s; x; t; a^(); b()), and so g(f~(0; x; t; a^(); ~b())) < 0.
Sin e b() = [^a℄() and b() is learly nonanti ipative, ~b() is also nonanti ipative and we
have a ontradi tion of (2.36). Therefore we have proved (2.34).

Case 2:

Assume (x; t) < 0. Fix  > 0 su h that

(x; t) < 2 < 0:
By (2.30) there exists ~ 2 ~ (t) su h that
sup C (x; t; a(); ~b()) = sup g(f~(0; x; t; a(); ~b ())) < ;
a()2A(t)

a()2A(t)
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where ~b() = ~ [a℄(). Therefore, for all a() 2 A(t),

g(f~(0; x; t; a(); ~b ())) <  < 0;
or equivalently,

f~(0; x; t; a(); ~b()) 2 G0 :
So hoose an arbitrary a() 2 A(t). Let
h

i

~ [a℄(r) = ~b(r) = b(r) b(r) ;
for r 2 [t; 0℄ and note that sin e ~b() is nonanti ipative, b() must be nonanti ipative. De ne
 as in (2.26). Then by Lemma 6,

f ((0); x; t; a( 1 ()); b( 1 ())) = f~(0; x; t; a(); ~b()) 2 G0 :
We have therefore shown for arbitrary a() 2 A(t) that there exists a nonanti ipative b() 2
B(t) and s = (0) 2 [t; 0℄ su h that

f (s; x; t; a(); b()) 2 G0 :
By (2.3), x 2 G ( ) and we have proved (2.35).
The proof of Theorem 3 is now straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 3. From Lemma 7 we know that the value fun tion  for the di erential
game is the vis osity solution to (2.31). If  does not develop plateaus|regions of onstant
value|at its zero level set, then the fa t that G ( ) is losed from Theorem 1 and the
bounds (2.33) from Lemma 8 imply

G ( ) = fx 2 Rn j(x; t)  0g:
A suÆ ient but not ne essary ondition to avoid plateaus is that whenever Dx  exists,
kDxk 6= 0; this ondition is enfor ed by the level set algorithms in our implementation via
reinitialization (see se tion 2.2.2).
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For the nal step of the proof, start with H~ from (2.32) and H from (2.8). Then we see
that

H~ (x; p) = max min pT f~(x; a; ~b);
a2A ~b2B~

= max min min pT (bf (x; a; b));
a2A b2B b2[0;1℄
= max min min b pT f (x; a; b);
a2A b2B b2[0;1℄


T
= min b max min p f (x; a; b) ;
a2A b2B
b2[0;1℄


= min 0; max min pT f (x; a; b) ;
a2A b2B
= min[0; H (x; p)℄:
Consequently, the two HJI PDEs (2.7) and (2.31) are equivalent, and so  is also the solution
of (2.7).

Chapter 3

Examples of Continuous Rea hable
Sets
The lassi al \game of two identi al vehi les" [75℄ is our primary example, and in the rst
se tion of this hapter we use it to demonstrate and numeri ally validate our implementation. The a ousti apture example is drawn from the literature on omputing viability
kernels and apture basins [38℄. The nal example shows how we an use rea hable sets
to analyze the autolanding proto ol followed by pilots of a omplex modern ommer ial
jetliner, so as to dete t potentially onfusing displays or pro edures.

3.1 The Game of Two Identi al Vehi les
In this se tion we use the algorithms from se tion 2.2 to ompute rea hability for a three
dimensional kinemati model of two adversarial vehi les: the pursuer wishes to get within
a ertain distan e of the evader. In the dynami game literature this problem is alled the
game of two identi al ars [95℄, and the rea hable set orresponds to the set within whi h
the pursuer an apture the evader. Our previous publi ations [135, 102, 100℄ have alled
this problem the three dimensional air raft ollision avoidan e example.
45
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vb
b

xr
d

r

yr
a
va

PSfrag repla ements

Evader
(Player I)

Pursuer
(Player II)

Figure 3.1: Coordinate system for the game of two identi al vehi les.

3.1.1 The Model
We model our two vehi les with a ommonly used, very simple kinemati system. The state
of ea h vehi le is represented by a lo ation in the x y plane and a heading relative to
the x-axis. The evolution of these states is governed by the vehi le's forward velo ity v and
rotational velo ity !
2 3

2

v os
x
6
7
d6
6 y 7 = 6 v sin
dt 4 5 4
!

3
7
7:
5

For the purposes of this example, we x the linear velo ities of the vehi les and use the
angular velo ities as the inputs, so v will be a onstant while a and b will orrespond to !.
We say that a ollision has o urred if the two vehi les ome within distan e d of one
another. Our goal is to determine the set of states from whi h the pursuer an ause a
ollision to o ur. Translating into rea hability terms, G0 is the set of all states where the
two vehi les are within d units of one another, the evader is player I (input a), the pursuer
is player II (input b), and the set in whi h the pursuer an ause a ollision despite the
best e orts of the evader is G ( ). Be ause G0 depends only on the relative positions of the
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variable meaning
xr
relative position in ight dire tion of evader
yr
relative position perpendi ular to ight dire tion of evader
relative heading (0  r < 2)
r


z
state ve tor (z = xr yr r T )
a
angular velo ity and input of evader (jaj  1)
b
angular velo ity and input of pursuer (jbj  1)
va
speed of evader (va = 5)
vb
speed of pursuer (vb = 5)
d
minimum safe separation distan e (d = 5)
G0
ollision set (G0 = B 2 (0; d)  [0; 2℄  R3 )
Table 3.1: Variable de nitions for the game of two identi al vehi les.
vehi les, we an simplify the system down to three dimensions by working in relative oordinates. Furthermore, be ause the variable x has spe ial meaning in the plane, throughout
this se tion we will denote the state ve tor as z 2 R3 . We x the evader at the origin and
fa ing along the positive xr axis (see gure 3.1 and table 3.1). Then the pursuer's relative
lo ation and heading are des ribed by the ow eld
2

3

2

3

xr
va + vb os r + ayr
7
6
7
d6
6
7
6
z_ = 4 yr 5 = 4 va sin r axr 7
5 = f (z; a; b):
dt
b a
r

(3.1)

The rea hability algorithm we have presented an solve this problem for any hoi es of
parameters. However, be ause it an be solved almost analyti ally (see se tion 3.1.3), we
will fo us on a parti ular instan e in whi h the two vehi les' ontrol authority and speed
are identi al

d = 5;
va = vb = 5;
A = B = [ 1; +1℄:
Using the analyti solution, we an validate our numeri al results.
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3.1.2 The Hamilton-Ja obi Formulation
Sin e a ollision an o ur at any relative heading, the target set G0 depends only on xr
and yr and in ludes any state within distan e d of the planar origin

G0 = fz 2 R3 jx2r + yr2  d2 g;
whi h an be onverted into a signed distan e fun tion

g (z ) =

p

x2r + yr2 d;

(3.2)

for our HJ PDE's terminal onditions.
From (2.8) we see that our Hamiltonian is




H (z; p) = max min pT f (z; a; b) ;
a2A b2B

2

3

= max
min 4
a2[ 1;+1℄ b2[ 1;+1℄

p1va +p1 vb os r + p2 va sin r
5;
+ a(p1 yr p2 xr p3 ) + bp3

= p1 va + p1 vb os

+ p2 va sin

r

r

+ jp1 yr

p2 xr

p3 j

(3.3)

jp3j;

on e we have plugged in the bounds on the inputs a and b.
We wish to determine the in nite horizon rea hable set

G ( ):
G , lim
!1
For this example, we nd that H (z; Dz (z; t))  0 for  > 2:6, and so we take

(z ) = t!lim1 (z; t) = (z; 2:6):
Note that taking this limit t ! 1 is not appropriate for all systems. Based on the results
in the next se tion, we know for this example that the rea hable set has eased to grow
for  > 2:6, and onsequently that the Hamiltonian is non-negative for t < 2:6. We
an likewise take the limit in other examples where we an show that the Hamiltonian is
guaranteed to be non-negative for all t  t^ for some bounded t^. But a problem arises if the
Hamiltonian merely approa hes zero asymptoti ally from below as t ! 1. In that ase,
Theorem 1 and hen e Theorem 3 may not apply to the in nite horizon rea hable set.
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Figure 3.2: Two sli es at onstant
method.
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through the rea hable set, as determined by Merz's

3.1.3 An \Almost Analyti " Solution
Using di erential game theory, it is possible to determine optimal inputs for both pursuer
and evader and thereby nd points lying on the surfa e of the rea hable set. In [95℄,
A. W. Merz solved for the game with the pursuer at the origin; we have re ently re reated
these results, and then modi ed them to solve the game with the evader at the origin [98℄
(the two ases are not quite symmetri ).
All points on the boundary of the rea hable set are the endpoints of ba kwards time traje tories whose input signals (both evader and pursuer) are sele ted from a limited set of
pie ewise onstant fun tions whi h were shown in [95℄ to over the optimal solutions possible over all valid (not ne essarily pie ewise ontinuous) input signals. The evader's input
is always extremal (1), but the pursuer will sometimes hoose a zero input instead of an
extremum. Note that multiple input histories may exist leading to any parti ular point
on the boundary, but we need follow only one of those histories to nd ea h point. Using
Merz's te hnique, we an determine the state of these spe ially hosen traje tories as an
expli it (although omplex) fun tion of time.
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Figure 3.3: Traje tories leading to the rossover point for two sli es of the rea hable set, as
determined by Merz's method. Be ause there is more than one distin t traje tory leading
to these points, they are examples of sho k points of the orresponding HJI PDE.
Two sli es at onstant r through the rea hable set are shown in gure 3.2. The dotted
ir le is the ollision set G0 , and the solid line is the sli e of G . The \ rossover points" labeled
in the gure an be rea hed by two separate traje tories whose input signals are radi ally
di erent. Those traje tories are shown in gure 3.3 for the same two sli es through the
rea hable set. Sin e traje tories orrespond to hara teristi s of the related HJI equation,
the fa t that two radi ally di erent hara teristi s meet indi ates the presen e of a sho k
in the underlying optimal ow eld.
Computationally, the rossover point for a sli e is the solution of an impli it trigonometri
equation. Without a losed form expli it solution, these points must be determined by
numeri al root nding algorithms; however, su h algorithms easily nd roots to a relative
pre ision signi antly higher than that possible in an iterative PDE solver. All other points
on the boundary an be determined to within roundo error from the expli it traje tory
fun tions. We all Merz's solution \almost analyti " be ause we an ompute most points
on the boundary expli itly and the remaining few to very high relative pre ision.
Figure 3.4 shows some of the traje tories leading to points on the upper surfa e of the
boundary for one of the sli es. Noti eh that many ipoints on the boundary arise from traje T
tories that start at a single point z = 5 0 2 on the target set. As mentioned before,
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Figure 3.4: A sampling of traje tories leading to points on the boundary of the rea hable
set, as determined by Merz's method. Be ause many of these ba kwards time traje tories
emanate from a single point in state spa e (lying in the upper left portion of the gure, on
the ollision ir le), this point is the start of a rarefa tion in the orresponding HJI PDE.
traje tories orrespond to hara teristi s of the HJI equation, so this behavior demonstrates
a rarefa tion in the underlying optimal ow eld.

3.1.4 Computational Results
Figure 3.5 shows the rea hable set for this example, as omputed by our algorithm on
a 1003 grid using a fth order WENO spatial approximation of Dz , the Lax-Friedri hs
approximation of the Hamiltonian (3.3), and a se ond order TVD RK approximation of
Dt . Overlaid on the surfa e are approximately 2600 boundary points as determined by the
almost analyti solution. Noti e the sharp looking ridge that runs along the top side of
the top right half of the heli al bulge, and then drops to the bottom side on the bottom
left half of the bulge. This ridge orresponds to the rossover points that appeared on the
sli es of the rea hable set in the previous se tion. The sho k in the optimal ow eld at
these points generates a kink in the level set fun tion, whi h appears as a sharp ridge in
the visualization.
Figure 3.6 shows the growth of the rea hable set. On the left is the initial ylinder represented by g(z ) in (3.2). Figure 3.7 shows the onverged set from several di erent angles.
The rendering software for gures 3.6 and 3.7 was written by Professor Ronald Fedkiw.
Animated versions of these sequen es are available at [96℄.
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Figure 3.5: Rea hable set for the game of two identi al vehi les (as omputed by the level
set algorithm) and points on its boundary (as omputed by Merz's method). Points are
only shown on the top half, sin e the bottom is symmetri . The sharp ridge on the bulge
of the set (visible as a whiter urve due to lighting) orresponds to the rossover points of
the analyti solution and lies on a sho k of the underlying optimal ow eld. The analyti
solution to the HJI PDE would have a dis ontinuous derivative along this urve, although
dissipation in our numeri al method has slightly smoothed our approximate solution.
We an build some intuition for the shape of the rea hable set by onsidering a few horizontal
sli es through it. The relative heading oordinate r is the verti al oordinate in these
gures, so a horizontal sli e represents all possible relative planar oordinates of the two
vehi les at a xed relative heading. Now onsider a horizontal sli e at the verti al midpoint
of the rea hable set shown in gure 3.7|the sli e through the most extended part of the
heli al bulge. The relative heading for this sli e is r = ; the ase in whi h the two air raft
have exa tly opposite headings, so it is not surprising that the rea hable set is largest at
this point. If we look instead at a horizontal sli e at the top or bottom of the rea hable
set ( r = 0 or r = 2, whi h are equivalent), then the sli e is no more than the initial
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Figure 3.6: Growth of the rea hable set (animation at [96℄).

Figure 3.7: Other views of the rea hable set (animation at [96℄).
ollision set|the air raft start fa ing the same dire tion and have identi al dynami s, so
the evader an always avoid a ollision unless the system starts in a ollision state.
The goal of our algorithms is to produ e a signed distan e fun tion representation of the
rea hable set. Using the almost analyti solution, we an determine a large olle tion of
points zi that lie exa tly on the boundary, so if our PDE solver were exa t we should have
(zi ) = 0 for all i. Sin e  is a signed distan e fun tion, j(zi )j measures how far zi lies
from the approximated boundary and therefore our error. If zi is not a grid point, we use
interpolation to determine the value of (zi ). Figure 3.8 demonstrates onvergen e of our
algorithm in both maximum and average error for a set of approximately 60000 analyti
surfa e points zi as the grid resolution is in reased. The grid spa ing x for ea h grid size
is shown for omparison. Our algorithm manages to keep the maximum error (even near
the kink) to approximately one grid ell, and the average error mu h smaller than one tenth
of a grid ell.
The ow eld in this example is fully three dimensional and in ludes urving rarefa tion
and sho k fronts. We know of no other three dimensional Hamilton-Ja obi problem with
similarly omplex behavior for whi h an analyti representation of the solution is available. Consequently, we believe this example presents an ex ellent validation tool for other
numeri al Hamilton-Ja obi and level set implementations. We have made Matlab s ripts
available for generating the boundary point sets used in this se tion for validation of our
implementation [97℄ and more details on the validation pro edure an be found in [98℄.
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Figure 3.8: Maximum and average error in the approximation of the boundary de rease
linearly as the grid is re ned. Error is measured by the absolute value of the signed distan e
fun tion j(zi )j at ea h of approximately 60000 points zi lying on the boundary of the
analyti ally determined rea hable set. The \(5,2) S heme" refers to the use of a fth order
WENO approximation of Dx and a se ond order TVD-RK approximation of Dt .

3.1.5 Synthesizing a Safe Controller from the Rea hable Set
It is straightforward to use the results from the previous se tion to evaluate the safety of a
parti ular on guration in the game of two identi al vehi les. For some relative oordinate
state z and using their respe tive optimal input signals, the pursuer an ause a ollision
with the evader if (z )  0, but the evader an es ape if (z ) > 0.
A more interesting appli ation, for whi h we have only preliminary results, is the ltering of
potentially unsafe inputs su h that they guarantee safety in a minimally intrusive manner.
The idea is to take some potentially unsafe input for the evader vehi le|for example, one
hosen to minimize travel time or fuel onsumption, or one generated by an inattentive
human pilot|and modify it as little as possible to guarantee that no ollision will o ur. If
the pursuer is far away, no ltering is ne essary. The same is true if the vehi les are lose
together but have the same heading. If the vehi les are traveling in opposite dire tions on
a ollision ourse, however, the lter may have to take over omplete ontrol.
Our preliminary implementation takes as input the urrent relative oordinates of the vehiles z and the desired but potentially unsafe input au . The instantaneous dynami s of the
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Figure 3.9: Annotated frame from the ollision avoidan e example animation.

Figure 3.10: Evader keeps pursuer from entering the rea hable set, and hen e avoids ollision
(animation at [96℄). Note that the shape of the sli e of the rea hable set depends on the
relative heading of the two vehi les.
system are omputed z_ = f (z; au ; b), onservatively assuming the worst possible pursuer
input b. The proje tion of z_ onto the gradient Dz (z ) is the omponent of the dynami s
whi h is allowing the pursuer to ome loser to the rea hable set. By inverting the dynami s, we an determine what modi ation af must be made to au in order to remove this
omponent. From (z ) we an determine whether the pursuer is lose to the rea hable set's
boundary. In theory, we should only have to apply af if the pursuer is right on the boundary
of the rea hable set, thereby generating an input as = au + af whi h is guaranteed to keep
the pursuer from entering the rea hable set, and hen e from ausing a ollision. In pra ti e,
we linearly in rease the fra tion of af applied as the pursuer approa hes the rea hable set
in order to keep the system from stuttering along the boundary. The range at whi h we
begin ltering depends on the oarseness of the grid used to ompute (z ).
Figure 3.9 shows an annotated frame from an animation of the ollision system, and a
series of frames from that animation are shown in gure 3.10. The evader starts on the left
surrounded by the solid ollision ir le, while the pursuer starts on the right. The dotted
shape surrounding the evader is the sli e of the rea hable set for the urrent relative heading
of the two vehi les; for example, in the leftmost gure the vehi les have relative heading
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Figure 3.11: Pursuer starts within the rea hable set, and an thus ause a ollision despite
the evader's e orts (animation at [96℄).
r

  and so the horizontal midplane sli e of the rea hable set is shown. The dashed

arrow extending from the evader's nose is au , the dotted arrow af and the solid arrow as ;
the solid arrow extending from the pursuer shows its input hoi e b. By implementing the
lter des ribed above, the evader keeps the pursuer from entering the rea hable set and
thus from ausing a ollision as time progresses from left to right.

Figure 3.11 shows a sequen e in whi h the pursuer starts within the rea hable set and auses
a ollision (denoted by the solid ollision ir le). Although the pursuer starts well within
the rea hable set at the beginning of the sequen e, it lies mu h loser to the edge of the
ollision ir le at the end. This drift o urs in part be ause the pursuer in this simulation is
not implementing an optimal strategy, but merely steering itself like a heat seeking missile
toward the urrent position of the evader. Although not implemented at present, it is
possible to reate an optimal pursuit strategy based on state feedba k and the rea hable
set representation (z ); were this strategy implemented then the pursuer ould ome loser
to the evader by the end of the sequen e.
These results are only preliminary, so it should ome as no surprise that the algorithm
outlined above has some de ien ies. Inversion of the model dynami s to determine the
appropriate ltering input af is prone to instability. Despite the gradual introdu tion of af
as the pursuer approa hes the rea hable set's boundary, the system still shows hattering
behavior under ertain ir umstan es. We are urrently investigating improvements to this
appli ation.

3.2 A ousti Capture
This example is a variation of the lassi al homi idal hau eur problem. As in that problem,
the evader is free to travel in any dire tion, while the pursuer has a limited turn radius.
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variable
x
y
z
a
b
We
Wp
R
S

G0

meaning
relative position along pursuer's broad dimension
relative position along pursuer's narrow dimension


state ve tor (z = x y T )
velo ity ve tor and input of evader (a 2 B 2 (0; 1)  R2 )
angular velo ity and input of pursuer (jbj  1)
speed of evader (We = 1:3)
speed of pursuer (Wp = 1:0)
turn radius of pursuer (R = 0:8)
radius beyond whi h evader an safety use maximum speed (S = 0:5)
pursuer's apture region (G0 = [ 3:5; +3:5℄  [ 0:2; 0℄  R2 )

Table 3.2: Variable de nitions for the a ousti apture example.
The di eren e in this ase is that the evader's limited speed is further redu ed if she gets
too lose to the pursuer. This restri tion might appear in situations where the evader must
redu e speed as the pursuer approa hes in order to keep her a ousti signal from being
dete ted.
Our version of the problem is taken from [38℄, although we rotate their oordinate frame
90Æ ounter lo kwise to make x horizontal and in reasing to the right. The game an be
analyzed in two dimensional relative oordinates with the pursuer xed at the origin. The
relative dynami s are
" #

"

#

0
d x
W
= Wp
+ p
dt y
R
1

"

#

p

y
b + 2We min x2 + y2 ; S a = f (z; a; b);
x

(3.4)

where the variables are de ned in table 3.2. From (3.4) we see that the evader an go in
any dire tion, but her speed de reases with proximity to the pursuer if the pursuer is within
distan e S . The pursuer's apture region is a wide but shallow re tangle near the origin.
From (2.8) and (3.4) we nd the optimal Hamiltonian




H (z; p) = max min pT f (z; a; b) ;
a2A b2B

2

3

p2 Wp+b WRp (p1 y p2 x) 
5 ;
p
+ (pT a)(2We ) min x2 + y2 ; S

min 4
= max
2
a2B (0;1) b2[ 1;+1℄
p

Wp
= p2 Wp
j
p1 y p2 xj + kpk(2We ) min x2 + y2 ; S ;
R
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where we hoose inputs

p
2
2
B (0; 1);
kpk
b = sign(p1 y p2 x) 2 [ 1; +1℄:

a=

The growth of the rea hable set is shown in gure 3.12. The grey region is G ( ) for the
spe i ed  values, and the dashed re tangle is the pursuer's apture region G0 . The unusual
behavior in this example is the development of a hole in G ( ) for   2, a hole whi h is
entirely deta hed from G0 . Be ause the hole does not tou h G0 , any attempt to ompute its
boundary by straightforward Lagrangian methods|for example, by following traje tories
ba kwards from G0 in the hope that they would identify the hole| ould not su eed.
The solution of this problem is omputed in [38℄ by an algorithm for nding dis riminating
kernels, whi h are di erential game relatives of the optimal ontrol based apture basin mentioned in se tion 2.3.1. An alternative approa h draws on Isaa s' ideas and determines the
value fun tion of this game by onstru ting appropriate semi-permeable surfa es [114, 115℄.
However, it seems unlikely that the geometri al te hniques used in this latter onstru tion
ould be extended to problems with dimension higher than two.

3.3 Take O / Go Around Pro edure Analysis
This se tion des ribes the rea hable set analysis performed as part of a study of the pilot's
proto ol for automated landing in a modern ommer ial passenger jet. We fo us here on
the portions of the analysis whi h involve rea hable set al ulation; for the full proto ol
veri ation methodology, see [105℄.

3.3.1 Model of a Landing Air raft
The point mass model of longitudinal dynami s that we use is taken from [100℄ and adapted
by modifying lift and drag parameters to suit the air raft under onsideration.
2 3

V

2

1 [T

3

os
D( ; V ) mg sin ℄
7
6m
7
d6
1
6 7=6
7
[
T
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+
L
(
;
V
)
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℄
4
5
4
5
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dt
z
V sin

(3.5)
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Figure 3.12: Growth of the rea hable set for the a ousti apture example.
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Figure 3.13: Notation for the landing air raft example.

variable meaning
V
speed of air raft
ightpath angle of air raft
z
altitude of air raft


x
state ve tor (x = V
z T)
T
engine thrust and ontrol input
angle of atta k and ontrol input

pit h angle ( = + )
m
air raft mass (m = 190000 kg)
g
gravity (g = 9:81 m=s2 )
L( ; V ) air raft lift
D( ; V ) air raft drag
Table 3.3: Variable de nitions for the model of a landing air raft.
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mode
are
TOGA-max
TOGA-up
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aps gear
CL0
CL
CD0
K
30 down 0.8212 5.105 0.025455 0.04831
20 down 0.4225 5.105 0.024847 0.04831
20
up 0.4225 5.105 0.019704 0.04589

Table 3.4: Aerodynami onstants for various air raft geometries.
The state variables are speed V , ightpath angle and altitude z . We assume a suÆ iently
long runway and thus do not model horizontal distan e traveled. The ontrol inputs (player
I, denoted by input a in previous se tions) are engine thrust T and angle of atta k . The
model does not in lude any disturban e inputs (player II, previously denoted by input b).
The notation we use is illustrated in gure 3.13, while the variables and parameters of (3.5)
are summarized in table 3.3.

The lift L( ; V ) and drag D( ; V ) fun tions are modeled based on empiri al data [83℄ and
Prandtl's lifting line theory [4, 118℄:

L( ; V ) = 12 SV 2 CL ( );
D( ; V ) = 12 SV 2 CD ( );

(3.6)

where  = 1:225 kg=m3 is the density of air and S = 427:80 m2 is the wing surfa e area.
The dimensionless lift CL ( ) and drag CD ( ) oeÆ ients depend on the geometry and ight
on guration of the air raft. We model two geometry hanges that o ur during the nal
stages of landing: extension of the wing aps and deployment of the landing gear. The aps
in rease lift and lower the speed at whi h the air raft will stall, while both aps and landing
gear in rease the drag. The e e ts of geometry hanges are in orporated by hanging the
oeÆ ients in

CL ( ) = CL0 + CL ;
CD ( ) = CD0 + KCL2 ( ):

(3.7)

We estimated these values, whi h are typi al for large ivil air raft, from data in [21, 122,
54, 121, 77℄. Table 3.4 summarizes the oeÆ ient values for several di erent geometries.
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3.3.2 The Problem
Our goal is a safety study of the pro edures that a pilot follows when attempting an automated landing. We would like to examine how the air raft's automati systems intera t
with the pilot through the o kpit interfa e|in luding visual displays, audible warnings
and ta tile feedba k from the ontrol olumn|as well as the proto ols that the pilot learns
during training and from the manuals written by the air raft manufa turer. We are looking for instan es of mode onfusion, whi h o urs when the air raft automation does not
respond as a pilot expe ts. Mode onfusion is a leading ause of in idents, whi h are small
problems or irregularities that do not by themselves ause a idents, but whi h pilots report
after they land. Sin e they an be pre ursors to a idents, the study of in idents forms an
important part of a ident prevention resear h.
To study the automated landing system, we dedu ed from ight manuals and the omments
of pilots a typi al landing proto ol. During the nal stage of approa h ( alled are ) the
engines are at idle, the aps are fully extended, and the landing gear are down. Under
normal ir umstan es tou hdown will o ur, followed by de eleration to a taxi speed ( alled
rollout ). If the pilot dete ts some danger, su h as debris on the runway, she an initiate
a take o / go around (TOGA) by pressing a button on the ontrol olumn. If TOGA
o urs, the engines are in reased to maximum thrust and the aps are retra ted in order
to avoid a landing (TOGA-max ). On e the air raft has begun to limb, the landing gear
are retra ted and the engine thrust is allowed to vary again (TOGA-up ). The air raft will
then limb to a prede ned missed approa h altitude and await instru tions from the ontrol
tower. Note that during this sequen e the autoland system has dire t ontrol of the T
and inputs, while the pilot manually adjusts the aps and landing gear a ording to the
pro edure outlined above.
We study the safety of this proto ol by onsidering whether it allows the autoland system
to keep the air raft within its safe ight envelope. The envelope is a range of state variables
and inputs whi h the air raft manufa turer and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
have de lared to be safe; for example, the air raft must always stay above its stall speed to
avoid loss of ontrol. Table 3.5 summarizes the bounds on the state variables and inputs
 In fa t, the pilot's ap and gear ontrols are not dire t me hani al links but rather omputer mediated

hydrauli or ele tri a tuators; however, the autoland system annot dire tly ontrol these a tuators and
must depend on the pilot to do so.
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V (m/s)
(degrees) z (m)
(degrees)
T (N)
mode
min max min max min min max
range
are
55.57 87.46 -6.0
0.0
0
-9 +15
Tidle
TOGA-max 63.79 97.74 -6.0
0.0
0
-8 +12
Tmax
TOGA-up 63.79 97.74 0.0 +13.3
0
-8 +12 [ Tidle , Tmax ℄
Table 3.5: Safe ight envelope bounds for various ight modes.

Figure 3.14: Safe ight envelopes of are and TOGA modes ompared.
for the various modes. At tou hdown (z = 0) the envelope also requires  2 [0Æ ; 12:9Æ ℄ to
prevent the air raft's tail from hitting the runway, and z_  1:829 m/s to avoid damaging
the landing gear. We do not model the dynami s after tou hdown.
To analyze the air raft's behavior, we ompute the maximally ontrollable subset of the
safe ight envelope; in other words, the largest set of states within the envelope for whi h
the autolander an use its input authority over T and to keep the air raft within the
envelope. We also all this subset the ontrollable envelope. We ompute two ontrollable
envelopes, one for the are and one for the ombination of the two TOGA modes. We
ombine the two TOGA modes be ause the swit h between them is automati and o urs
when z_ = 0 () = 0. Consequently, when omputing the rea hable set for the ombined
TOGA mode we use the dynami s for TOGA-max when  0 and those for TOGA-up
when > 0. Figure 3.14 shows the are and ombined TOGA envelopes as de ned by the
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parameters in table 3.5. The are mode is mu h narrower in the dire tion be ause are
does not allow the air raft to limb ( > 0), while TOGA-up does. On the other hand, the
are mode does allow for lower speeds be ause the aps are extended and hen e the stall
speed is lower in are than in either of the TOGA modes.
Determining the maximally ontrollable subset of an envelope with a rea hable set requires
the same al ulation but a di erent visualization than those used in the previous two examples. In this ase, the unsafe set G0 is everything outside the safe ight envelope (so the
exteriors of the sets in gure 3.14). As the al ulation pro eeds, G ( ) grows and hen e the
ontrollable envelope shrinks.
The optimal Hamiltonian, as determined from (2.8) and (3.5), is ompli ated and we will
not in lude all the details here. The pro ess is the same as that presented in previous
se tions, ex ept that nding the optimal value of the inputs T and is ompli ated by the
fa t that they enter nonlinearly into the dynami s|a quadrati in term in D( ; V ) and
the trigonometri terms T sin and T os . It an be shown that the optimal values always
o ur at endpoints in the range of T and almost always at endpoints in the range of . For
those few ases where the optimal o urs at an intermediate value of , we use a quadrati
approximation of the true trans endental equation for the optimal ; experimentally we have
determined that the quadrati is a urate to within 1%. For details on this optimization,
see [23℄

3.3.3 The Rea hable Set Analysis
The onverged ontrollable envelopes for the are and TOGA modes are shown in gure 3.15.
Noti e that the are envelope extends beyond the TOGA envelope at low speeds, indi ating
a potential problem with the standard pro edure outlined in the air raft manuals. We tested
this s enario in a ommer ial ight simulator by initiating a TOGA from a very low speed;
the result was a stall warning. When he was asked to perform the maneuver, the pilot
anti ipated that ap retra tion might lead to su h behavior; however, there is ause for
on ern when any air raft behavior during su h a high tempo, low altitude period of ight
is not well spe i ed in advan e. More details of how these results an be applied to formal
methods in interfa e and pro edure design an be found in [105, 106℄.
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Figure 3.15: Maximally ontrollable envelopes of are and TOGA modes ompared
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Chapter 4

Proje tive Overapproximation of
Rea hable Sets
The primary short oming of our formulation of rea hable sets|or, in fa t, of any of the
onvergent formulations dis ussed in se tion 2.3|is the exponential growth of omputational ost with respe t to the dimension of the system being analyzed. In this hapter we
dis uss a method that might redu e this omputational burden. The bulk of this hapter
is taken from [103℄. It was inspired by the proje tion based ideas of [63, 64℄ for ontinuous
spa es, and that of [59, 62, 61, 60℄ for dis rete state spa es, as well as resear h whi h uses
interse tions and proje tions of level set fun tions to treat urves [36℄ and geometri opti s [108℄. We believe this method ould be equally well applied (and indeed spe ialized) to
other methods for determining rea hable sets, in luding d/dt, Che kmate, and the methods
from viability theory mentioned in se tion 2.3.1. In addition, this te hnique may be applied
to redu e omputational omplexity in overapproximation of boundary propagation in other
dis iplines.

4.1 Computing the Rea hable Set in a Proje tion
The Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s formulation and level set solution des ribed in hapter 2 provides a omputationally elegant method to determine the set of rea hable states of a ontinuous dynami game. Treating un ertainties in the system as the adversarial disturban e
67
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inputs, this game formulation allows one to ompute rea hable sets onservatively: in se tion 3.1 the omputed set represents the set of states for whi h there exists a disturban e
a tion whi h, even if the best possible ontrol a tion is played, the system state may be
pushed into the target set.
The main problem with this pro edure is the expense of omputing the full rea hable set.
Instead, we wish to represent a high dimensional rea hable set as the interse tion of a
olle tion of rea hable sets omputed in some lower dimensional subspa es. If we an
formulate some way to evolve the lower dimensional rea hable sets| alled the proje tions|
su h that they are ea h an overapproximation of the full rea hable set, then their interse tion
will also be an overapproximation. The key is to evolve the proje tions without referring
expli itly to the full dimensional rea hable set. It turns out that the HJI formulation
provides this for free: in any proje tion, we simply augment the spa e of disturban e inputs
with the unmodeled dimensions and form a new HJI PDE in a lower dimensional spa e.
Throughout the remainder of this hapter, we onsider for larity the spe i ase in whi h
the true rea hable set is of dimension three, and work with a set of proje tions in two
dimensional spa es spanned by subsets of the oordinate axes. The generalization both
to higher dimension, as well as to proje tions of di erent dimension, is not theoreti ally
diÆ ult, yet issues regarding the sele tion of proje tive subspa es are important, and will
be dis ussed following the presentation of some examples.

4.1.1 Subspa es and Proje tions
We onsider the state spa e R3 spanned by its oordinate axes e1 , e2 and e3 . Let Yi be the
subspa e spanned by oordinate axis ei , and Yij the subspa e spanned by oordinate axes
ei and ej . Note that Y123 = R3 .
De ne the proje tion operators :

 pi [x℄, whi h proje ts a point x 2 R3 into the subspa e Yi , de ned as:
pi [x℄ = xi :
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 pij [x℄, whi h proje ts a point x 2 R3 into the subspa e Yij , de ned as:
"

#

x
pij [x℄ = i :
xj
h

We sometimes write the pair xi xj

iT

as xij .

 pij1 [yij ℄, whi h represents the ba k proje tion of the point yij 2 Yij into R3 , de ned
as:

pij1 [yij ℄ = fx 2 R3 jpij [x℄ = yij g:
Note that pij1 [yij ℄ is a subset of R3 .

We sometimes abuse notation by applying these operators to sets instead of points. For
example, if X  R3 , then the proje tion of X into Yij is represented as

pij [X ℄ = fyij 2 Yij j9x 2 X with pij [x℄ = yij g:

As de ned in (2.9), we represent the true, full dimensional rea hable set G ( ) as the zero
sublevel set of the s alar fun tion (x; t) (remembering that usually  = t). In subsequent
dis ussions we will have reason to refer to sublevel sets other than the zero sublevel set.
In those ases we use a supers ript to denote the parti ular sublevel set in whi h we are
interested. For some set M represented by the signed distan e fun tion M : R3 ! R, and
some onstant d 2 R,


Md = x 2 R3 jM(x)  d :
The proje tions' rea hable sets are represented by impli it surfa e fun tions de ned in their
respe tive subspa es

Yij ( ) = fyij 2 Yij jij (yij ; t)  0g;
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where ij : Yij  R ! R. The interse tion of the proje tions is given by

X ( ) =

3 \
3
\
i=1 j =i+1

pij1 [Yij ( )℄
(4.1)

= fx 2 Xjpij [x℄ 2 Yij ( ) for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g; j > ig;

= fx 2 Xjij (pij [x℄ ; t)  0 for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g; j > ig:
Noti e that pij1 [Yij ( )℄ will be a prism in R3 whose ross se tion is Yij ( ); for example,
p121 [Y12 ( )℄ is a prism aligned with the e3 axis whose ross se tion in the e1 -e2 plane is
Y12( ). Therefore, X ( ) from (4.1) is simply the interse tion of three orthogonal prisms.
We overload the proje tion operators to apply them to impli it surfa e fun tions. First,
de ne the depth of a point yij 2 Yij as

D(yij ; t) = min
(x; t):
1
x2pij [yij ℄

There are a number of possible ways to de ne a proje tion of the full dimensional fun tion
, but we will use the depth operator:

pij [℄ : Yij  R ! R;

pij [℄ (yij ; t) = D(yij ; t):

(4.2)

With this de nition,


G ( ) = x 2 R3 j(x; t)  0 =) pij [G ( )℄ = fyij 2 Yij jpij [℄ (yij ; t)  0g :
The inverse proje tion for the impli it surfa e fun tion of a subspa e is easier to de ne

pij1 [ij ℄ : R3  R ! R;

pij1 [ij ℄ (x; t) = ij (pij [x℄ ; t):

Under this de nition, pij1 [ij ℄ (x; t) is an impli it surfa e fun tion in
pij1 [Yij ℄ aligned normal to the ei -ej plane whose ross se tion is Yij ( ).

R3

(4.3)
for the prism

Finally, de ne the set evolution operator S (), whi h omputes the ba kwards rea hable
set over time  of its set valued argument. For example, G ( ) = S (G (0)) = S (G0 ). This
operator is normally implemented by the HJI PDE (2.7).
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4.1.2 The Linear Rotation Example

To illustrate these de nitions and the proje tion evolution pro edure, we use a simple
example involving purely rotational dynami s (about the e3 axis) and no inputs. The
dynami s are given by the linear rigid body rotation

x_ = Ax = f (x);

(4.4)

with x 2 R3 and A 2 R33
2

0
6
6
A =  41
0

3

1 0
7
0 07
5
0 0

For this example, we will ompute the forward evolution of the initial set under the rotation
rather than a forward or ba kward rea hable set, be ause it is easier to visualize the progress
of this evolution and its proje tions. The entire region swept out by this evolution would
be the forward rea hable set. If the initial set is represented impli itly by some 0 (x), we
an ompute the evolution of this initial set by solving a regular HJ PDE forward in time
(note that t  0 in this ase)

Dt (x; t) + H (x; Dx (x; t)) = 0;
(x; 0) = 0 (x);
H (x; p) = p  f (x):

(4.5)

We an safely use an HJ PDE for this forward evolution be ause the dynami s f (x) does
not ontain sho ks, or even ow that might be mistaken for a sho k when sampled on
a Cartesian grid. The proje tion based overapproximation method outlined below will
assume that St () set evolution is a omplished with the forward time PDE (4.5). The
method an be dire tly adapted to the omputation of regular ba kward rea hable sets by
instead using (2.7) for S () set evolution.
Be ause we are working in forward time on a system with no inputs, traje tories of the
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system will be denoted by f (; x; 0) where

d
 (t; x; 0) = Af (t; x; 0) almost everywhere;
dt f
f (0; x; 0) = x:
This notation is an input free version of the traje tory notation used in previous hapters,
with the traje tories starting at time zero. When we return to ba kwards rea hable sets,
we will return to traje tories starting at negative times.
For the purposes of this example, let G0 be our initial set and G ( ) be the same set rotated
under (4.4) for time t =  (in the future we will all G ( ) a rea hable set, even though it
is only a forward time evolution in this parti ular example). The dynami s are s aled su h
that G (2) = G (0)h= G0 . Ideally, weiwould like G0 to be a sphere of radius r = 0:30 entered
T
at the point = 0:00 0:55 0:00 . Solving for the vis osity solution (x; t) of (4.5) with
f (x) from (4.4) and

0 (x) =

p

(x1

1 )2 + (x2

2 )2 + (x3

3 )2

r

(4.6)

would generate an impli it surfa e representation of G ( ), but would require solving (4.5)
over three spatial dimensions. To redu e omputational osts, we will instead seek a method
of overapproximating G0 and G ( ) that requires solving PDEs in only two spatial dimensions.
We work on three separate two dimensional proje tions into the subspa es Y12 , Y13 , and
Y23 . The orresponding rea hable sets are Y12 ( ), Y13 ( ), and Y23 ( ). The initial sets
Yij (0) for ea h of these subspa e rea hability problems are onstru ted by proje ting the
full dimensional initial sphere G0 down into the subspa e as Yij (0) = pij [G0 ℄. These Yij (0)
and their interse tion X (0) are shown in gure 4.1. Sin e X (0) is restri ted by our proje tive geometry to be the interse tion of three axis aligned prisms, it is unavoidably an
overapproximation of the initial sphere G0 .

4.1.3 Evolving a Proje tion
Our goal in this se tion is to develop an HJI PDE whi h an be applied in a lower dimensional subspa e to evolve an overapproximative proje tion of the true rea hable set, thus

4.1.
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Y12(0)
Y23

Y13

Y23(0)

Y13(0)

Y13(0)

Y23(0)

X (0)
Y12(0)
Y12

PSfrag repla ements

Figure 4.1: Initial proje tion sets for the linear rotation example.
avoiding the need to solve an expensive full dimensional PDE. First, however, we look at
how to evolve an overapproximative proje tion using a full dimensional PDE.
Fo us on a single proje tion whose index is ij , and denote the index of the unmodeled dimension as k. If Yij ( ) is an overapproximative proje tion of G ( ), then G ( )  pij1 [Yij ( )℄.
Con eptually, Yij ( ) ould be evolved by an inverse proje tion into R3 , evolution by Æ and
proje tion ba k down into Yij , written as
h



Yij ( + Æ ) = pij SÆ pij1 [Yij ( )℄

i

(4.7)

Then




G ( )  pij1 [Yij ( )℄ =) SÆ (G ( ))  SÆ pij1 [Yij ( )℄ ;
=) pij [G ( + Æ )℄  Yij ( + Æ ):
Consequently, we an ensure that Yij ( ) remains an overapproximative proje tion of G ( )
provided that we an perform the three steps of (4.7) on our impli it surfa e fun tion
representation ij (x; t) of Yij ( ). Proje tion is a omplished by (4.2) and inverse proje tion
by (4.3). For this example SÆ () is a omplished in R3 by solving (4.5). Let p(x) =
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Dx pij1 [ij ℄ (x; t). Sin e pij1 [Yij ( )℄ is a prism in R3 , pk [p(x)℄ = pk (x) = 0 for all x 2 R3 ;
furthermore, pi (x) and pj (x) are independent of xk . Examining the Hamiltonian of (4.5)
more losely
H (x; p(x)) =p(x)  f (x);
=pi (xi ; xj ; xk )fi (xi ; xj ; xk ) + pj (xi ; xj ; xk )fj (xi ; xj ; xk )
+ pk (xi ; xj ; xk )fk (xi ; xj ; xk );
=pi (xi ; xj )fi (xi ; xj ; xk ) + pj (xi ; xj )fj (xi ; xj ; xk ):
So the only dependen e of the Hamiltonian (and thus the time evolution in general) on
dimension k is through the xk dependen e in fi and fj . Geometri ally, this dependen e
will manifest as a rotation of the prism pij1 [Yij ( )℄ so that it is no longer parallel to ek .
When this rotated prism is proje ted ba k down into Yij , the proje tion's boundary will be
determined by those parts of the prism that rotated the most. Maximum rotation o urs
where the ow eld is most losely aligned with the outward normal of the initial prism|
pre isely those states x where p(x)  f (x) is minimized (the gradient p(x) points in the
dire tion of the inward normal).
From this argument, we dedu e that using the modi ed Hamiltonian

H 0 (x; p(x)) = min
pi (xi ; xj )fi (xi ; xj ; xk ) + pj (xi ; xj )fj (xi ; xj ; xk )
x
k

(4.8)

in (4.5) for all x 2 R3 would not modify the proje tion into Yij of the time evolved prism.
Although the time evolved prism itself would not be the same, in the end we are only
on erned with its proje tion.
The only reason we had for working with the proje tive overapproximation in R3 was the
dependen e of the time evolution operator SÆ () on the missing dimension xk . After
substituting the Hamiltonian (4.8) into the evolution PDE (4.5), SÆ () no longer has any
dependen e on xk , and we an therefore work entirely in the lower dimensional Yij .
The nal on ern is how to bound the range of xk when minimizing in (4.8). We know that
xk 2 Yk , but minimizing over su h an unbounded range ould lead to a negative value of
arbitrarily large magnitude for (4.8). Fortunately, we have a ess to some sets within whi h
all feasible rea hable states should lie. If it were available, G ( ) would provide a tight bound
on possible values of xk . In pra ti e, we will have to settle for the overapproximation X ( );
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however, expanding the interval of feasible xk by using X ( ) instead of G ( ) an only ause
the Hamiltonian (4.8) to be more negative and hen e Yij ( ) to grow more than ne essary
during the time evolution step. Sin e Yij ( ) was an overapproximative proje tion of G ( )
to begin with, further ex ess growth annot ause the overapproximation to fail.
To formalize the bounds on xk , de ne the set valued sli e fun tion for some M  R3 and
yij 2 Yij as

Fk (M; yij ) = fyk 2 Yk j9x 2 M with pij [x℄ = yij and pk [x℄ = yk g;
= fpk [x℄ 2 Yk jx 2 pij1 [yij ℄ \ Mg:

(4.9)

In words, Fk (M; yij ) is a sli e through M along the subspa e Yk at the point yij ; its value
will therefore be an interval in Yk . If M is des ribed by the zero sublevel set of fun tion
M : R3 ! R, then we an write a mathemati al des ription of Fk

Fk (M; yij ) = fyk 2 Yk jM (yi; yj ; yk )  0g:

(4.10)

Given this de nition, we an formulate a time evolution HJI PDE operating entirely in
Yij for the impli it surfa e fun tion ij (yij ; t) of the overapproximative proje tion Yij ( ).
Instead of (4.5), use

Dt ij (yij ; t) + H (yij ; Dx ij (yij ; t)) = 0;
ij (yij ; 0) = pij [0 ℄ (yij );

(4.11)

for those yij 2 pij [X ( )℄, with Hamiltonian

H (yij ; p) =

min

yk 2Fk (M;yij )

pi fi (yi ; yj ; yk ) + pj fj (yi ; yj ; yk );

(4.12)

where M is either G ( ) or X ( ).
The derivation above is very informal, but its on lusion has a fas inating impli ation.
Comparing (4.12) with (2.8), we see that the unmodeled dimension is in e e t a disturban e
input to the lower dimensional subspa e's dynami s.
This observation leads to an alternative interpretation of (4.11) and (4.12). For the linear
rotation example, G ( ) is the set of traje tory points f (t; x; 0) for those traje tories with
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initial points f (0; x; 0) 2 G0 . If Yij ( ) is to be a proje tive overapproximation of G ( ), then
Yij ( ) must ontain pij [f (t; x; 0)℄ for all these traje tories (sin e it is an overapproximation,
it may also ontain other points). Consider any time s 2 [0; t℄ and the point f (s; x; 0)
along the full dimensional traje tory. By hoosing the unmodeled dimension yk from the
set Fk (G (s); yij ), we allow yk = pk [f (s; x; 0)℄. Therefore
h

i

pij _f (s; x; 0) = pij [f (pi [f (s; x; 0)℄ ; pj [f (s; x; 0)℄ ; pk [f (s; x; 0)℄)℄
will be among the possible ow elds for the subspa e's dynami s. Sin e s was arbitrary,
pij [ (; x; 0)℄ is a feasible traje tory of the subspa e's dynami system, and so

pij [f (t; x; 0)℄ 2 Yij ( ):
Let G ( ) be time evolved by some HJI PDE in R3 and Yij ( ) by some HJI
PDE in Yij . If the unmodeled dimension xk 2 Yk of the full dimensional system dynami s
x_ = f (x) is treated as a disturban e input to the subspa e's dynami s, then
Conje ture 9.

pij [G ( )℄  Yij ( );
where that input xk is drawn from a sli e Fk (M; yij ) of an appropriate
Yij .

M for points yij 2

We initially formulated this onje ture based on our numeri al su ess in omputing overapproximating proje tions. Se tions 4.1.4 and 4.2 show ase some of those results. In the
remainder of this se tion we outline what might be required to prove the onje ture, and
then dis uss some implementation details.
If M = G ( ), proving the onje ture requires showing that Fk (G ( ); yij ) is a valid set from
whi h to draw disturban e inputs su h that the vis osity solution of the appropriate HJI
PDE (either (4.11){(4.12) or (2.7)) will still solve for the rea hable set in whi h we are
interested. The problem is that the input onstraint set Fk (G ( ); yij ) depends on both time
t and state yij . In hapter 2 we turned the omputation of a ba kwards rea hable set into a
terminal payo di erential game and used results in [51℄ to show that the di erential game
ould be solved with an HJI PDE; however, those results assumed that the ontrol and
disturban e input onstraint sets were onstant. State dependent input onstraints were
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investigated in [27℄, but only for the optimal ontrol ase (no disturban e inputs). It is not
lear whether a di erential game with time and state dependent input onstraints would
satisfy a dynami programming prin iple. Without satisfying su h a prin iple, it is unlikely
that the vis osity solution of an HJI PDE would solve the di erential game.
In pra ti al terms, we do not have a ess to G ( ) and must use M = X ( ). To prove the
onje ture in this ase would require the additional step of showing that

G ( )  X ( ) =) SÆ (G ( ))  SÆ (X ( )) :
While we are investigating methods of proving or disproving the onje ture, we have de ided
to on entrate our e ort on implementation of the proje tion te hnique rather than its
theoreti al aspe ts, in order to determine whether it an be applied to real problems. A
number of implementation details arise when solving (4.11) and (4.12), of whi h we brie y
des ribe the three most important.

 In pra ti e, the unmodeled dimension should be hosen from a slightly bloated version
of X ( ) to avoid the han e that Fk (X ( ); yij ) = ; for some yij on the boundary of
Yij ( ). Choosing d as some small multiple of the grid spa ing, we use Fk (X d ( ); yij )
instead.

 The omputational domain in Yij is always larger than Yij ( ). Assuming that we keep


d relatively small (to avoid ex essive overapproximation), for those yij 2= pij X d ( ) ,
we will still get Fk (X d ( ); yij ) = ;. One way of solving (4.11) and (4.12) in those
ases is to use velo ity extension [1℄ to extend the ow eld arti ially into Yij ( ){ .
 Some proje tions approximate the rea hable set better than others; however, ea h
proje tion is individually an overapproximation of the rea hable set, so if pi [Yij ( )℄ 
pi [Yik ( )℄, then we know that the extra range in pi [Yik ( )℄ is not a tually feasible.
Thus, we an lip Yik ( ) along dimension xi until pi [Yij ( )℄ = pi [Yik ( )℄. More
generally, we an safely lip any portions of Yij ( ) whi h lie outside of pij [X ( )℄.
Without this lipping pro ess, poorly behaved proje tions an qui kly grow larger
than pra ti al omputational domains.
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4.1.4 Evolving the Linear Rotation Example's Proje tions
The presentation in the previous se tion was somewhat abstra t, so in this se tion we will
apply the algorithm to the example from se tion 4.1.2. Consider how to evolve the initial
proje tive overapproximation Y13 (0). From (4.2) and (4.6)

13 (x1 ; x3 ; 0) =

p

1 )2 + (x3

(x1

3 )2

r;

whi h is a ir le in Y13 . We an evolve Y13 ( ) by solving the HJI PDE

Dt 13 (x1 ; x3 ; t) + H (x1 ; x3 ; Dx1 13 (x1 ; x3 ; t)Dx3 13 (x1 ; x3 ; t)) = 0;

(4.13)

with Hamiltonian (using the dynami s (4.4))

H (x1 ; x3 ; p1 ; p3 ) =

min

x2 2F2 (X ( );x1 ;x3 )

( p1 x2 + p3 0):

(4.14)

While F2 (X ( ); x1 ; x3 ) is a set valued fun tion of x1 and x3 , for illustration we an des ribe
its value (an interval of Y2 ) at a few points for t = 0 based upon (4.2) and (4.6)

F2(X (0); 0; 0) = [ 2 r; 2 + r℄;
F2(X (0); r; 0) = [ 2 ; 2 ℄:
PDEs similar to (4.13){(4.14) are used for Y12 ( ) and Y23 ( ).
Figure 4.2 shows the results of applying the proje tive evolution algorithm to the linear
rotation example. The upper left gure shows the initial onditions and is the same as
gure 4.1. The remaining subplots show the progress of the overapproximation through a
half rotation of the dynami s. By t = 1, the proje tion Y13 ( ) has grown from its initial
ir le to a square. This growth o urs be ause of the freedom in hoosing x2 in (4.14).
Similar growth o urs in Y23 ( ) be ause there is freedom in hoosing x1 for the dynami s
in Y23 . In ontrast, Y12 ( ) remains a ir le, be ause the free dimension x3 in Y12 has no
e e t on the dynami s (4.4). In fa t, Y13 ( ) and Y23 ( ) would grow larger than the squares
shown were it not for the lipping pro edure mentioned in the previous se tion. Figure 4.3
ompares X ( ) with the true rea hable set G ( ) at a variety of times in a loser view. As
advertised, G ( )  X ( ).
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the linear rotation example's proje tive overapproximations Yij ( )
( ontours on the walls) and X ( ) (solid obje t).

4.2 Solving the Game of Two Identi al Vehi les Proje tively
The linear rotation was a toy example; in this se tion we examine the proje tive overapproximation algorithm's appli ation to the real rea hable set problem from se tion 3.1. We
use the indexed state ve tor notation from this hapter in the analysis, so
2

3

2

3

xr
x1
6 7
6 7
7
6 7
z=6
4 yr 5 be omes x = 4x2 5 :
x3
r
We use a single proje tion into the relative lo ation plane Y12 . Be ause the unmodeled
dimension|the relative heading x3 |is already restri ted to Y3 = [0; 2℄, there is no need
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Figure 4.3: Comparing the proje tion based approximation X ( ) (mesh) to the true rea hable set G ( ) (solid) at several times.
to keep tra k of any other proje tions. We simply solve

Dt 12 (x1 ; x2 ; t) + min [0; H (x1 ; x2 ; Dx1 12 (x1 ; x2 ; t); Dx2 12 (x1 ; x2 ; t))℄ = 0;
with Hamiltonian

H (x1 ; x2 ; p1 ; p2 ) = max min min p1 f1 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; a; b) + p2 f2 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; a; b)
a2A b2B x3 2[0;2℄

(where f (x; a; b) is given by (3.1)) and terminal onditions
q

(x1 ; x2 ; 0) = x21 + x22 d:
The leftmost subplot of gure 4.4 shows the initial ollision ir le Y12 (0), while the remaining
subplots show the growth of Y12 ( ) until it onverges to a xed point Y12 in the rightmost
for t & 2:6. Figure 4.5 ompares the overapproximation of the rea hable set p121 [Y12 ℄ to
the true rea hable set G from two angles. Although p121 [Y12 ℄ is signi antly larger than
G , in the left hand view it an be seen that to within grid resolution, Y12 = p12 [G ℄, whi h
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Figure 4.4: Growth of the proje tive rea hable set
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Y12( ) for the game of two identi al

Figure 4.5: Two views omparing the true rea hable set G (solid) with the ba k proje tion
p121 [Y12 ℄ of the proje tive rea hable set (mesh) for the game of two identi al vehi les.
is the best that any proje tive representation ould hope to a hieve. The real payo is
omputational time. While the full dimensional rea hable set G takes about 20 minutes to
ompute on a three dimensional grid, the proje tive overapproximation Y12 takes less than
one minute on a higher resolution two dimensional grid.
Figure 4.6 shows a series of frames from an animation of the ollision avoidan e s enario of
se tion 3.1.5 when the evader uses the proje tive overapproximation Y12 of the ba kwards

Figure 4.6: Evader keeps pursuer from entering the proje tive overapproximation Y12 of the
rea hable set, and hen e onservatively avoids ollision.
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rea hable set. When omparing gure 4.6 to gure 3.10, noti e that the sli e of rea hable set
in the frames of gure 4.6 does not depend on relative heading, sin e that is the unmodeled
dimension in the proje tion. By onstru tion, the evader an keep the pursuer from entering
Y12, and as long as the pursuer does not enter, a ollision is impossible. Using Y12 is
a onservative strategy|it is an overapproximation of the true rea hable set|but it is
guaranteed to be safe and an be re omputed mu h more qui kly than the true rea hable
set should model parameters hange.

4.3 Dis ussion
While the outline of the proje tive overapproximation algorithm above was spe i to proje ting a three dimensional spa e into oordinate aligned two dimensional subspa es, the
power of this HJI based approa h is that it an be generalized so easily. Both the full spa e
and the proje tion subspa es an be higher dimensional. The proje tion subspa es need
not be aligned with the oordinate axes, nor need all subspa es be of the same dimension;
in fa t, there are systems in whi h it might be useful to allow the proje tion subspa es to
hange smoothly with time. In a proje tion with multiple unmodeled dimensions, all the
unmodeled dimensions are just treated as a disturban e input ve tor onstrained by the
appropriate proje tion of X ( ) into the subspa e spanned by the unmodeled dimensions.
There is no theoreti al reason to onstrain the number of proje tions|for example, we
ould add to the linear rotation problem a proje tion into the subspa e whose oordinate
axes are e1 + e3 and e1 e3 , if we thought that su h a proje tion would help restri t ex essive overapproximation in X ( ). The only onstraints are implementation omplexity and
omputational resour es.
All of this exibility in the hoi e of proje tions leads to the question of how to hoose
appropriate proje tions for a parti ular system. For the linear rotation example, the natural
oordinate axis proje tions turned out to be very e e tive (see se tion 4.1.4). In parti ular,
the Y12 proje tion aptured the relevant system dynami s and thus onstrained the other
two less e e tive proje tions through the lipping pro edure. We an simulate the e e t
of poorly hosen proje tions by using the same three oordinate axis aligned proje tions,
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the linear rotation example with poorly hosen proje tions.
but rotating the system dynami s ounter lo kwise by 45Æ around the e1 axis. To do that,
repla e the matrix A in (4.4) by

A0 = GAGT ;
where
2

os  0
6
G=6
1
4 0
sin  0

3

sin 
7
0 7
5;
os 

and  = =4. Figure 4.7 shows the growth of the proje tive rea hable set X ( ) for this
version of the linear rotation example. Comparing it with gure 4.2 we an see how mu h
greater the overapproximation be omes when none of the proje tions apture the system's
dynami s. We are still investigating te hniques for identifying appropriate proje tions for
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Figure 4.8: One avenue toward proje tive underapproximations: a square overapproximating the unit ir le in z spa e be omes a lover leaf underapproximating the same ir le in
x spa e.
more general systems.
The idea of subspa e proje tions works well when we are trying to overapproximate rea hable sets, be ause inverting these proje tions ba k up into the full dimensional spa e generates a prism overapproximating the true rea hable set. There are problems in whi h we
wish to underapproximate a set; for example, in air raft envelope prote tion (se tions 3.3
and 6.2), safety requires that we stay within the ight envelope. If we are going to approximate that envelope we need an underapproximation, sin e an overapproximation would
in orre tly mark as safe some states outside the true envelope. Safe ight envelopes are just
one example of ontrolled invariant sets, and to ompute these sets we need underapproximations of the true rea hable set.
The proje tion s heme outlined above annot dire tly ompute underapproximations, sin e
the ba k proje ted prisms are unbounded in the proje tion's unmodeled dimensions; thus,
those prisms ould never represent underapproximations of the true rea hable set. We
are instead investigating a oordinate inversion that ould turn overapproximations into
underapproximations. Consider underapproximating a ir le entered at the origin in R2
by a pair of one dimensional proje tions (intervals of R). Map x 2 R2 to z 2 R2 through
the transformation

zi =

xi
kxk22 :

(4.15)
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While the ir le stays a ir le, this transformation ould be applied to more general shapes
by transformation of their impli it surfa e fun tion representation, provided that the oordinate origin did not lie on the boundary of the shape (we ould shift the origin if it did).
System dynami s an likewise be mapped through this nonlinear transformation, so that
rea hability ould be al ulated in the transformed oordinates. Now build a proje tive
overapproximation of the ir le in z spa e, using proje tions onto the oordinate axes. The
left side of gure 4.8 shows the slabs that are the inverse proje tions of the two overapproximating intervals. The interse tion of these two slabs is a square overapproximating the
ir le. The key observation is that we an invert (4.15) ba k into the original oordinate
frame, and in the pro ess the overapproximation in z spa e be omes an underapproximation
in x spa e|the square that was an interse tion of slabs be omes a lover leaf made from
a union of ir les. The right side of gure 4.8 shows this underapproximation of the ir le.
The gray points on the left side map to the gray points on the right, and lie in the region
of ea h state spa e that would be onsidered unsafe in an envelope prote tion problem. If
the ir le represents the true safe ight envelope, noti e that the proje tive safe region (no
gray points) on the left is an underapproximation of the true safe region.
Proje tive s hemes based on Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s equations are a powerful way to ta kle
Bellman's \ urse of dimensionality" and al ulate approximations to rea hable sets for
systems larger than dimension two or three. In this hapter we have presented the basi ideas
behind proje tive approximation algorithms. We ontinue to work on the many remaining
theoreti al and implementation details.
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Chapter 5

Rea hable Sets for Hybrid Systems
In a hybrid system, the intera tion between ontinuous and dis rete behaviors plays an
important role in the evolution of the system's state. In the small time s ale limit, there
are few ma ros opi systems whi h ould not be modeled entirely by ontinuous di erential
equations; however, we frequently do not want to invest the e ort to do so. The evolution of
many systems' states o ur on di erent times ales|some states swit h between equilibria
qui kly while others hange mu h more gradually.
As an example, onsider an autonomous robot approa hing a wall. On e the obsta le is
dete ted, the robot's mi ro ontroller may de ide to turn left after only a few millise onds,
but the response time of the motors whi h move the robot will be hundreds of times longer.
It would be overkill to model the ontinuous dynami s of the transistors within the mi roontroller; on the other hand, modeling the robot's position dis retely as either \free" or
\ ollided" would make path planning diÆ ult. Consequently, we would like to model the
robot's ommand state as dis rete (either \move straight" or \turn left") but its planar
lo ation and heading as ontinuous variables. The result is a hybrid system.
In previous hapters we have demonstrated how rea hable sets an be used for safety veri ation and the synthesis of safe ontrollers for purely ontinuous systems. It should ome as
no surprise that rea hable sets an be put to the same uses in hybrid systems. In addition,
be ause the behavior of these systems an be quite omplex, we frequently would like to
summarize it in a qualitative dis rete form. A rea hable set analysis an divide the state
spa e into subsets whi h fa ilitate su h a summary.
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In this hapter we show how an algorithm for ontinuous rea hable sets an be extended
to the hybrid domain. The next hapter demonstrates the hybrid rea hable set algorithm
on several examples. The presentation in this hapter is very informal, although work is
under way on bringing these results up to the level of rigor demonstrated in hapter 2. Our
fo us here is on rea hable set determination, but there are many other aspe ts to the eld
of hybrid systems. We refer the interested reader to the spe ial issue [7℄ or the workshop
pro eedings [136, 26, 82, 140, 72, 5, 6, 3, 8, 65℄.

5.1 Related Work
Hybrid systems are learly widespread throughout engineering|any system subje t to omputer ontrol and intera ting with the external world ould be lassi ed as hybrid. The
interest in reating a formal framework for su h systems has brought together resear hers
in both the traditional ontrol engineering ommunity and the omputer s ien e veri ation ommunity. In a quest for methods to prove that hybrid systems operate orre tly,
the latter ommunity has generated a number of tools for examining the rea hable sets of
hybrid systems.
The lassi ation of hybrid systems is usually based on the types of ontinuous evolution
allowed, and to a lesser extent the types of events that an generate dis rete transitions.
The simplest hybrid systems are the timed automata, whi h basi ally add ontinuous timer
variables to a nite automata model. In linear hybrid automata the ontinuous variables
may evolve a ording to polyhedral di erential in lusions, whi h translates into allowing
timers of di erent rates. The next step up in omplexity allows for linear dynami s in the
traditional ontrols sense; typi ally x_ = Ax + Ba for some matri es A and B and some
input a, but sometimes in luding a onstant term and/or a se ond, adversarial input. The
most general models allow for fully nonlinear dynami s, in some ases with one or even two
adversarial input signals.
For all but ertain restri tive lasses of hybrid systems, nding the rea hable set exa tly is
formally unde idable (for example, see [127℄). As a result, all available tools use approximation methods of various types. The algorithm dis ussed below was motivated by the work
of [94, 11℄ for rea hability omputation and ontroller synthesis on timed automata, and
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that of [141℄ for ontroller synthesis on linear hybrid automata. Early tools for analyzing
rea hable sets in lude Uppaal [89℄ and Kronos [142℄ for timed automata and HyTe h [69, 70℄
for linear hybrid automata.
For more general hybrid automata, the most ompli ated part of the hybrid rea hable
set determination is the ontinuous rea hable sets; onsequently, newer tools for hybrid
systems have developed around related ontinuous rea hable set solvers. An overview of
the most mature implementations|those being used by people other than their authors|is
given in [130℄. In addition to Uppaal and HyTe h, the paper dis usses d/dt [10, 47℄, and
Che kMate [41, 131℄, whi h both use polyhedral representations. Other implementations
in lude [25℄, whi h studies pie ewise aÆne systems, modi ations of the HyTe h methods
in [71℄ and [119℄, and the VeriSHIFT tool [28℄, whi h uses ellipsoidal representations. These
algorithms are all of the overapproximative, forward rea hable set variety. Some an be
used for general nonlinear dynami s by employing nonlinear optimization in the ontinuous
rea hable set omputation.
So far, no tools have emerged for omputing hybrid rea hable sets using onvergent ontinuous rea hable set methods, but resear h has been undertaken. This thesis des ribes a
pro edure that uses the time-dependent Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s formulation and level set
methods. Theoreti al and experimental work has also extended on epts from viability
theory to hybrid systems [15, 16℄.
Finally, Lyapunov theory has inspired some algorithms for linear or pie ewise (swit hed)
linear hybrid systems, in luding [67, 66, 32, 80℄. To our knowledge, these have not yet been
implemented in generally available tools.

5.2 A Rea hable Set Algorithm for Hybrid Systems
A hybrid rea hable set algorithm was developed in [135, 93, 138, 92℄, and we brie y des ribe
the algorithm in this se tion for ba kground purposes (with a few notational modi ations
for onsisten y with the rest of the thesis). A key omponent of the algorithm is the
rea h-avoid operator. Se tion 5.3 des ribes the a urate numeri al implementation of the
rea h-avoid operator, whi h onstitutes the novel ontribution of this thesis to the hybrid
algorithm.
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5.2.1 Hybrid Automata
A hybrid automaton H is de ned as

H , ((Q

 X); (A  B); (A  B ); f; Æ; Inv)

(5.1)

where



Q

is a nite set of dis rete modes,

 X = Rn is the ontinuous state spa e,
 A  Rna is the set of ontinuous inputs for player I,
 B  Rnb is the set of ontinuous inputs for player II,
 A is the nite set of dis rete inputs for player I,
 B is the nite set of dis rete inputs for player II,
 f : Q  X  A  B ! Rn de nes the ow of ontinuous traje tories,
Æ:

Q

 X  A  B ! 2QX is the dis rete transition fun tion, whi h en odes

both the guard onditions that enable dis rete transitions as well as any resets of the
ontinuous state that take pla e upon a dis rete transition,

 Inv  Q  X is the invariant asso iated to ea h dis rete state.
In order to distinguish between ontinuous and dis rete, we use the term mode to refer to
a dis rete state and swit h or transition to refer to a dis rete hange of state. We apply
Assumption 1 to our ontinuous input signals a() and b() and Assumption 2 to the ow
eld f (q; ; ; ) in ea h mode q 2 Q .
Our target set G0  Q  X may now in lude a (possibly di erent) subset of the state spa e
for ea h dis rete mode. In general, its level set fun tion representation g : Q  X ! R will
likewise depend on mode as well:

G0 = f(q; x) 2 Q  Xjg(q; x)  0g:
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We apply Assumption 3 to G0 and g(; ). Like the purely ontinuous ase, player I will try
to keep the state away from G0 , while player II will drive the state toward G0 . In all of our
examples G0 is the set of unsafe states, so we an onsider player I to be the ontrol and
player II the disturban e.
Our de nition of hybrid automata (5.1) is very general. It allows for nonlinear ontinuous dynami s, two adversarial inputs whi h an a e t both the ontinuous and dis rete
evolution of the system, invariant and guard onditions whose interse tion has an interior|
dis rete swit hes may be enabled without being for ed|and general nonlinear resets of the
ontinuous state after a dis rete transition. While Assumption 2 yields deterministi ontinuous evolution of the state within a parti ular mode, the general nature of Æ and Inv allow
for nondeterministi transitions and resets. Our de nition also allows for some ill-posed
hybrid automata [91℄. Informally, a hybrid automaton is blo king if there exist states from
whi h no further evolution is possible; for example, a traje tory whi h is outside a mode's
invariant but for whi h no dis rete transition is enabled. A hybrid automaton is Zeno  if
it allows for traje tories ontaining an in nite number of dis rete swit hes in a nite time.
We will restri t ourselves to non-blo king and non-Zeno hybrid automata. Chapter 6 gives
some examples of hybrid automata, although by no means do they over the broad range of
behaviors possible under (5.1) for whi h the algorithm outlined in se tion 5.2.2 will work.
Be ause of the nondeterminism allowed by (5.1), traje tories of H an be somewhat tri ky
to de ne. Lu kily, however, the results presented here require us to study only traje tories
within a single dis rete mode. For some xed q 2 Q , let a traje tory be denoted by

f (s; q; x; t; a(); b()) : [t; 0℄ ! X;
where for all s 2 [t; 0℄,

d
 (s; q; x; t; a(); b()) = f (q; f (s; q; x; t; a(); b()); a(s); b(s)) almost everywhere;
ds f
f (t; q; x; t; a(); b()) = x;
(q; f (s; q; x; t; a(); b())) 2 Inv :
The nal ondition ensures that the traje tory is not for ed out of the urrent mode q
during the time span of interest.

 Named after the Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea, famous for posing the paradox of A hilles and the
tortoise [91℄.
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Figure 5.1: Hybrid rea hable set algorithm's de nitions for a single dis rete mode. For
iteration i, PreB (W i ) = S1 [S2 , PreA (W i ) = S3 and RA(PreB (W i ); PreA (W i )) = S1 [S2 [
S4. In words, states in S1 are in the known unsafe set G0 , states in S2 an be for ed to make
a dis rete transition into an unsafe state in another mode, states in S3 an hoose to make
a dis rete transition into a safe state in another mode, and states in S4 an rea h S1 [ S2
without going through S3 .

5.2.2 The Algorithm

De ne three operators:
PreA (K) , f(q; x) 2 Q

 Xj9a 2 A; 8b 2 B ; Æ(q; x; a ; a )  Kg \ K;
PreB (K) , f(q; x) 2 Q  Xj8a 2 A; 9b 2 B ; Æ(q; x; a ; b ) \ K 6= ;g [ K ;
RA(G ; E ) , f(q; x) 2 Q  Xj8a() 2 A(t); 9b() 2 B(t); 9t  0
su h that (q; f (0; q; x; a(); b())) 2 G
(5.2)
and 8s 2 [t; 0℄; (q; f (s; q; x; a(); b())) 2 Inv nEg;
where K  Q  X, G  X, and E  X. The set RA(G ; E ) des ribes those states from whi h
there exists a b() 2 B(t) su h that the state traje tory f (; q; x; t; a(); b()) an be driven
into the rea h set G while not entering the avoid set E for all a() 2 A(t). We all RA(; )
the rea h-avoid operator. These de nitions are illustrated in gure 5.1.

With these de nitions in pla e, the following algorithm omputes the hybrid ba kward
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rea hable set for a non-blo king, non-Zeno hybrid automaton. Initialize with

W +1 = ;;
W 0 = G0{ ;
i = 0:

Then perform the loop
while(W i 6= W i+1 )

W i 1 = W i n RA(PreB(W i ); PreA(W i ));
i = i 1:

If the algorithm terminates after a nite number of steps, then the xed point W  is the
largest set of states for whi h player I (a(); a ()) an guarantee that the state of the hybrid
system remains outside G0 despite the a tion of player II (b(); b ()). In order to implement
this algorithm, PreA (), PreB (), and RA(; ) need to be omputed. The al ulation of
PreA () and PreB () requires inversion of the transition relation Æ subje t to the existential
and universal quanti ers; at present this pro edure is performed by hand in our examples,
sin e they all involve relatively simple dis rete transition logi . The omputation of RA(; )
requires an algorithm for determining the set of initial onditions from whi h traje tories
an rea h one set avoiding a se ond set along the way.

5.3 Implementing the Rea h-Avoid Operator
Although (5.2) de ned the rea h-avoid operator over the entire set of dis rete modes, in
pra ti e it is omputed one mode at a time. In the remainder of this se tion, we fo us on
a single mode q 2 Q , but we omit this parameter from the equations in order to simplify
them; for example, we use f (; ; ) to refer to the ow eld f (q; ; ; ) for mode q. We
also generi ally refer to the parameters of the rea h-avoid operator as G and E rather than
PreB () and PreA ().
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5.3.1 Previous Rea h-Avoid Formulations
The rst Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s based formulation for the rea h-avoid operator [135, 138℄
featured two separate level set fun tions, one for the rea h set G and one for the avoid set
E . The fun tions were evolved a ording to the oupled terminal value HJI PDEs

Dt G (x; t) =
Dt E (x; t) =

8
<H

x; Dx G (x; t));

G(

for fx 2 XjG (x; t) > 0g;

min [0; HG (x; Dx G (x; t))℄ ; for fx 2 XjG (x; t)  0g;

:

8
<H

x; Dx E (x; t));

E(

for fx 2 XjE (x; t) > 0g;

min [0; HE (x; Dx E (x; t))℄ ; for fx 2 XjE (x; t)  0g;

:

where G (x; 0) and E (x; 0) were level set representations of the input sets
RA(G ; E ) and

HG (x; p) =
HE (x; p) =

(5.3)

8
<0;

G and E of

for fx 2 XjE (x; t)  0g;

:

maxa2A minb2B pT f (x; a; b); otherwise;

8
<0;

for fx 2 XjG (x; t)  0g;

(5.4)

:

mina2A maxb2B pT f (x; a; b); otherwise:

Note that in the evolution of the avoid set, player I is trying to drive the state into E
and player II is trying to keep it out; therefore, the role of the inputs in the maximization
and minimization in HE is swapped from the role they play in HG (and in our ontinuous
rea hable set formulation's Hamiltonian (2.8)). From (5.3) and (5.4) we an see that the
evolution of G or E is frozen when the state is either in the rea h or in the avoid set
already. The value of the rea h-avoid operator in this formulation is given by
n

o

RA(G ; E ) = x 2 X tlim
 (x; t)  0 :
!1 G
While this formulation may work to determine the rea h and avoid sets in theory, its
pra ti al implementation is ompli ated by the multiple ase stru ture of (5.3) and (5.4).
Be ause the right hand side of (5.3) ould be drasti ally di erent for two states arbitrarily
lose together, the fun tions G and E ould develop dis ontinuities. In the presen e of
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dis ontinuities, numeri al level set methods and, in fa t, the basi vis osity solution theory
of Hamilton-Ja obi equations breaks down.

To avoid these dis ontinuities, a se ond formulation was developed in [102℄ based on the
HJI PDEs

Dt G (x; t) + HG (x; Dx G (x; t)) = 0;
Dt E (x; t) + HE (x; Dx E (x; t)) = 0;

(5.5)

where G (x; 0) is a level set fun tion for G , E (x; 0) is a level set fun tion for E , and

HG(x; p) = max min pT f (x; a; b);
a2A b2B

(5.6)

HE (x; p) = min max pT f (x; a; b):
a2A b2B

Letting

min
G (x; t) = min G (x; s);
s2[t;0℄

(5.7)

min
E (x; t) = min E (x; s);
s2[t;0℄

we put an additional onstraint on the solutions G and E of (5.5)

G (x; t)  min
E (x; t);
E (x; t)  min
G (x; t):

(5.8)

The value of the rea h-avoid operator is
n

o

RA(G ; E ) = x 2 X tlim
min(x; t)  0 :
!1 G
We assumed that the purely ontinuous rea hable set ould be des ribed by (remember that
 = t)

G ( ) = fx 2 Xjmin (x; t)  0g;
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where

Dt (x; t) + H (x; Dx (x; t)) = 0;
H (x; p) = max min pT f (x; a; b);
a2A b2B

(5.9)

min(x; t) = min (x; s):
s2[t;0℄

Under this assumption, it is possible to show that the two formulations (5.3){(5.4) and (5.5){
(5.8) generate equivalent rea h-avoid sets. Unfortunately, (5.9) fails to orre tly ompute
the ontinuous ba kwards rea hable set in some ases with non onvex target sets and/or
Hamiltonians.

5.3.2 The Current Rea h-Avoid Formulation
Our urrent rea h-avoid implementation makes use of the provably orre t HJI formulation
given in se tion 2.1.3 for the ontinuous ba kwards rea hable set. The evolution equation
for the level set representation of the rea h set G is

Dt G (x; t) + min[0; H (x; Dx G (x; t))℄ = 0;

(5.10)

where the Hamiltonian is

H (x; p) = max min pT f (x; a; b):
a2A b2B

(5.11)

The level set fun tion for the avoid set is not evolved

E (x) , E (x; 0);

(5.12)

but the evolution of the rea h set is onstrained by

G (x; t)  E (x):

(5.13)

This formulation (5.10){(5.13) turns out to be equivalent to a variational inequality [19℄, and
from that theory we an show that G (x; t) is bounded and ontinuous if E (x) is bounded
and ontinuous. This formulation is onsiderably simpler than the previous two, in part
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be ause there is no attempt to evolve the avoid set. Se tion 5.3.3 presents a simplisti
argument that avoid set evolution is unne essary. We are working on a more robust general
proof that this formulation implements the rea h-avoid operator.
In pra ti al terms, we onstru t G (x; 0) and E (x) using the union, interse tion and omplement set operations (2.15) for level set fun tions. We solve (5.10) using the level set
methods des ribed in se tion 2.2.2. The onstraint (5.13) is enfor ed at ea h grid node at
ea h timestep, a pro ess frequently alled masking the level set [125℄.

5.3.3 No Evolution for the Avoid Set
In this se tion we argue that it is unne essary to evolve the avoid set as part of the rea havoid al ulation; only the initial avoid set E (0) , E is needed for masking purposes. The
on ern is that if E ( ) is not propagated, points in the state spa e may be swallowed by
G ( ) when E ( ) should have rea hed them rst and thus made them unavailable to G ( ).
We show that if a point is part of E ( ), then it is either part of E (0) or may never be part
of G ( ). The weakness in this argument is the assumption that there exist unique normals
for the boundaries of G ( ) and E ( ); be ause these boundaries need not be smooth, unique
normals need not exist. We are urrently working on a more general proof.
Start by assuming that we propagate both E ( ) and G ( ). Consider a point x 2  G ( ) \
 E ( ) su h that  E ( ) rea hed x at the same time or before  G ( ). Remember that G ( )
is open and E ( ) is losed. Let nE and nG be the outward pointing normals at x to E ( )
and G ( ) respe tively. Sin e the two sets are tou hing at x, nG = nE .
We are on erned that if E ( ) were not omputed, then G ( ) would be able to swallow x.
If x 2= E (0) then by the onstru tion of E ( )

x 2 E ( ) =) 9a 8b; nE  f (x; a; b)  0:

(5.14)

Furthermore, for some x^ 2= G (0), we know that

x^ 2 G ( ) =) 8a 9b; nG  f (^x; a; b) < 0:

(5.15)
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What would happen if E ( ) were not omputed? Sin e we know x 2 E ( ), by (5.14)

9a 8b; nE  f (x; a; b)  0;
9a 8b; ( nG)  f (x; a; b)  0;
9a 8b; nG  f (x; a; b)  0;
9a 8b; :(nG  f (x; a; b) < 0);
9a :(9b; nG  f (x; a; b) < 0);
:(8a 9b; nG  f (x; a; b) < 0);
whi h by the ontrapositive of (5.15)

:(8a 9b; nG  f (x; a; b) < 0) =) x 2= G ( ):
Therefore, x annot be swallowed by G ( ) even if E ( ) were not omputed to a t as a mask.
For points x 2 E ( )n E ( ), onsider the same pro edure using E (1 ) and G (2 ) where times
t1  t2 are hosen so that x 2  G (2 ) \  E (1 ).
Note that for x 2 E (0), none of this analysis applies; onsequently, E (0) must still be used
as a mask to halt the growth of G ( ). Using su h a xed mask is mu h less of a on ern
numeri ally, however.

Chapter 6

Examples of Hybrid Rea hable
Sets
The rst se tion analyzes the safety regions of some simple ollision avoidan e proto ols
for two ooperating vehi les. The primary purpose of the three mode s enario is a step
by step demonstration of the hybrid rea hable set algorithm and the rea h-avoid operator.
The seven mode s enario is a little more realisti , and also shows how the results of a
rea hability analysis an be used to reate a dis rete abstra tion of the hybrid system. The
se ond se tion looks at a landing air raft example involving dis rete de isions on how to set
the aps.

6.1 Multimode Collision Avoidan e
Free ight is a on ept under onsideration as a way of in reasing the eÆ ien y and redu ing
the ight path ongestion for air raft ruising at high altitudes [120℄. At the present time,
pilots are usually instru ted by air traÆ ontrol (ATC) to follow prede ned \highways in
the sky", and therefore follow a rooked route to their destination [104℄. Under free ight,
pilots would be allowed to hoose their ruising altitude ight paths almost arbitrarily in
order to maximize fuel eÆ ien y or minimize ight time. Of ourse, su h freedom in air raft
traje tories would make it diÆ ult for ATC to intervene and resolve the potential ollision
should two ight paths interse t.
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With new te hnologies allowing air raft to determine ea h other's lo ation and speed [117,
76, 81, 57℄, it be omes possible for the vehi les involved to resolve the on i t independently.
Even in this situation, however, it is ne essary to de ne a lear on i t resolution pro edure
in advan e|given the slow response time of a ommer ial passenger air raft, it is important
to avoid the ase where both vehi les turn one way and maintain the on i t, realize their
mistake, then both turn the other way and maintain the on i t again, all while approa hing
one another at more than one thousand miles per hour.
If we are to de ne ollision avoidan e proto ols, we must identify and des ribe the situations
under whi h they an be applied safely; rea hable sets an be used to perform both tasks.
The examples below investigate two simple proto ols with the tools developed in hapters 2
and 5. The des ription of both s enarios is taken from [138℄, and they were both analyzed
in [137℄; the three mode version also appeared in [102℄.

6.1.1 The Model
Sin e we are again studying a ollision avoidan e problem, we use relative oordinates with
dynami s (3.1) and a ir ular unsafe set entered at the planar origin representing a ollision.
While the dynami s may seem simplisti , the resulting traje tories are intuitively easy to
understand. In [58℄, a ontroller that an tra k the inertial traje tories generated by (3.1)
was derived for an a urate nonlinear model of the lateral ight dynami s of a ommer ial
passenger jet.
In the s enarios below the two vehi les are ooperating, so we assume that their ontinuous
behavior is known and onstant, and that their mode swit hes are syn hronized. Removing
these assumptions (apart from the deterministi dynami s) would in rease the omplexity
of the omputation and visualization, but would not hange the analysis pro edure.
The air raft will always be ying in one of two modes:

 Straight ight: both air raft are ying at onstant linear velo ities and zero angular
velo ities. The dynami s are

2

3

2

xr
va + vb os
7
6
d6
7=6
z_ = 6
dt 4 yr 5 4 va sin r
0
r

3
r

7
7
5

= fs (z );

(6.1)
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segment 1 (straight)

segment 2 (curved)

segment 3 (straight)

z_ = fs (z )
q1

z_ = f (z )
q2

z_ = fs (z )
q3

Figure 6.1: Hybrid automaton for the three mode proto ol.
where va and vb are xed (although not ne essarily equal).

 Curved ight: both air raft are ying at onstant linear velo ities and a onstant,
equal angular velo ity. The dynami s are
2

3

2

3

xr
va + vb os r + !yr
7
6
7
d6
7=6
7 = f (z );
z_ = 6
y
v
sin
!x
r
a
r
r
5
dt 4 5 4
0
r

(6.2)

where va , vb and ! are xed.
Note that in both modes the relative heading of the air raft is xed by the initial onditions,
sin e _ r = 0. Consequently, we an perform the analyses in two dimensions (xr and yr )
with xed r .
The proto ols we examine onsist of a sequen e of straight and urved ight segments, and
therefore the system has no ontinuous inputs. Instead, we will look at a single dis rete
input  whi h initiates the proto ol by ausing the rst mode swit h. Subsequent mode
swit hes are timed, and the two air raft are assumed to swit h modes syn hronously. Using
a hybrid rea hable set analysis, we an identify the set of states where no ollision will
o ur, the set of states where the ollision avoidan e proto ol an safely be initiated, the
set of states where initiating the proto ol will ause a ollision, and the set of states where
a ollision is inevitable whether that parti ular proto ol is invoked or not.

6.1.2 Three Mode S enario
With this simple s enario we illustrate the hybrid rea hable set algorithm. The proto ol is
outlined in gure 6.1 and demonstrated in gure 6.2, where the ontinuous dynami s fs (z )
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segment 2

segment 3

r

Figure 6.2: Example air raft traje tories in the three mode proto ol.
variable
xr
yr
z
r

!
va
vb
d

meaning
relative position in ight dire tion of xed air raft
relative position perpendi ular to ight dire tion of xed air raft


state ve tor (z = xr yr T )
onstant relative heading ( r = 120Æ )
angular velo ity of both air raft in segment 2 (! = 1)
speed of xed air raft (va = 3)
speed of se ond air raft (vb = 4)
minimum safe separation distan e (d = 5)
Table 6.1: Parameters for the three mode proto ol.

and f (z ) are given by (6.1) and (6.2) respe tively. The rst mode transition is aused by
the dis rete input , while the se ond is timed and o urs when the air raft have ompleted
a half ir le (in this ase, at  = ). Both planes perform an (unrealisti ) instantaneous 90Æ
lo kwise turn at both mode swit hes, shown by the reset relations on top of the transition
arrows in gure 6.1. The ombination of resets and mode q2 result in the air raft returning
to their original ight dire tion in the nal mode.
The iterations of the hybrid rea hable set algorithm are shown in gure 6.3, using the
parameters in table 6.1. The xed air raft is the one lying at the origin of the relative
oordinate system. Rea h sets are shown in dark grey and avoid sets in light grey. The
initial onditions are just the ollision set in ea h mode. Only the analysis of segment one
in ludes an avoid set, be ause only q1 has a outward ontrolled transition to introdu e an
avoid set. That avoid set is related to the omplement of the rea h set of q2 (the subsequent
mode for the outward transition) in the previous iteration. The outward transition for q2
is timed, so it merely adds to the initial rea h set for this mode (as demonstrated by the
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Figure 6.3: Iterations of the hybrid rea hable set analysis for the three mode proto ol (rea h
sets in dark grey, avoid sets in light grey).
di eren e between the rea h sets for iterations one and two of segment two). Be ause the
transition out of q2 is timed, the rea h set shown is a proje tion onto the state spa e plane of
the true three dimensional rea h set (the third dimension is an unmodeled timer). There is
no outward transition for q3 , so the analysis for segment three is just a standard ontinuous
rea hable set for the straight ight dynami s.
After three iterations, the algorithm rea hes the xed point shown in the nal row of
gure 6.3. The subplot in the lower left orner summarizes the information we an dedu e
from this analysis whether the ollision avoidan e proto ol should be invoked. If the urrent
state of the system lies in a dark region of this subplot, a ollision will o ur regardless of
whether the proto ol is invoked or not. In the white regions, a ollision will o ur if the
proto ol is invoked, but the air raft an safely ontinue to y straight without a ollision.
In the light grey regions, the proto ol an be safely invoked.
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Figure 6.4: Comparing hybrid rea hable set analysis results for three di erent angular
velo ities ! in the se ond segment q2 .
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Figure 6.5: Hybrid automaton for the seven mode proto ol.

Noti e the white region on the right side of this subplot. In this region invoking the proto ol
will ause a ollision, but ontinued straight ight will lead the system up and to the left into
the light grey not h. The proto ol an now be initiated, and must be initiated before the
system ontinues into the ollision set if safety is to be maintained. Figure 6.4 demonstrates
that this not h of safety an be enlarged by in reasing the turn radius (redu ing !) in
segment two. If it is enlarged suÆ iently, the unsafe region of in nite extent (leading down
and to the right from the ollision set) an be removed.
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Figure 6.6: Example air raft traje tories in the seven mode proto ol.
variable
xr
yr
z
r

!
ts
va
vb
d

meaning
relative position in ight dire tion of xed air raft
relative position perpendi ular to ight dire tion of xed air raft


state ve tor (z = xr yr T )
onstant relative heading ( r = 120Æ )
angular velo ity of both air raft in segments 2, 4 and 6
length of time in segments 3 and 5
speed of xed air raft (va = 3)
speed of se ond air raft (vb = 3)
minimum safe separation distan e (d = 5)
Table 6.2: Parameters for the seven mode proto ol.

6.1.3 Seven Mode S enario
The three mode proto ol featured instantaneous heading hanges before and after segment
two, in order for the air raft to return to their original heading at the end of the proto ol.
The hybrid automaton in gure 6.5 des ribes a more realisti proto ol involving seven ight
segments, where the ontinuous dynami s fs (z ) and f (z ) are given by (6.1) and (6.2)
respe tively. The proto ol's ight path sequen e is demonstrated in gure 6.6, whi h shows
that the air raft return to their original heading at the on lusion of the proto ol. There
is no need to make instantaneous heading hanges, be ause modes q2 and q6 ea h involve a
45Æ lo kwise turn, whi h is an elled by a 90Æ ounter lo kwise turn in mode q4 .
We perform an analysis of the hybrid rea hable set for this automaton, in the same manner
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Figure 6.7: Rea hable set analysis for the seven mode proto ol, omparing three di erent
parameter hoi es.
as that performed in the previous se tion and using the parameters in table 6.2. Observing
that the set of dis rete transitions in gure 6.5 forms a dire ted a y li graph, we run the
mode iteration ba kwards through this graph and a hieve onvergen e after one pass. All
transitions in the proto ol are timed ex ept the rst, so the rea h sets of modes q2 through
q7 are straightforward to al ulate, but not parti ularly enlightening to visualize.
The real information from the analysis is the rea h and avoid sets of mode q1 , whi h are
shown in gure 6.7 for three di erent hoi es of proto ol parameters ! and ts. The dashed
lines are the boundary of the unsafe set if the proto ol is not invoked. By hoosing parameters wisely, the unsafe set an be shrunk until it is only slightly larger than the original
ollision set.
Figure 6.8 shows how the information from the hybrid rea hable set analysis an be used to
divide the ontinuous state spa e into subsets, and then to onstru t a dis rete automaton
on the subsets whi h des ribes the qualitative behavior of the full hybrid automaton. The
dis rete automaton has two types of transitions: those that an be taken by invoking the
dis rete input , and those that will o ur automati ally after some time passes. For most
states, an appropriate ombination of these transitions will lead to safety. For example, if
the system starts in set s1 , then invoking  would be dangerous but waiting will lead to set
s3 . In set s3 , waiting is dangerous but invoking  will lead to safety.
 The same observation applies to the three mode example, but we ran the modes forward in gure 6.3
to demonstrate the general iterative algorithm.
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Figure 6.8: Abstra ting the seven mode hybrid automaton into a dis rete automaton.

6.2 Flap De e tion in a Landing Air raft
In this se tion we again examine a landing air raft, but this time we fo us our attention
on the ap setting hoi es available to the pilot. While ap extension and retra tion are
ontinuous operations at the lowest level (they are generally a tuated by an ele tri s rew
drive in the wing), we hoose to model their setting as a dis rete variable for two reasons.
First, in modern ommer ial airliners the hoi e of ap de e tions given to the pilot is
dis rete, and is hosen either by pressing a button or moving a lever into one of several
xed settings; a low level automati ontroller handles the ontinuous a tuation. Se ond,
the dynami e e t of de e ting aps is generally assumed to be relatively minor, so we
believe that a quasi-stati analysis will not adversely a e t our fairly simple model. The
results in this se tion are taken from [100℄.
We use the same ontinuous model as that des ribed in se tion 3.3.1, with the parameters
modi ed to t a DC9-30 landing at sea level. Instead of (3.7), we use lift and drag terms
given by (measured in newtons)

L( ; V ) = 68:6(hÆ + 4:2 )V 2 ;
D( ; V ) = (2:81 + 3:09(hÆ + 4:2 )2 )V 2 ;
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0u
25d
50d
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V (m/s)
(degrees) z (m)
hÆ min max min max min
0.2 78
82
-3
0
0
0.8 61
82
-3
0
0
1.2 58
82
-3
0
0

Table 6.3: Lift parameter and safe ight envelope bounds for various ap settings.

0u

0t
50d

50t

25t

25d

Figure 6.9: Hybrid automaton for the multimode landing air raft (solid arrows are ontrolled
swit hes, dashed arrows are timed swit hes).
We onsider three di erent ap settings denoted by Æ: lean wing Æ = 0u, partially de e ted
Æ = 25d, and fully de e ted Æ = 50d. The letter \u" or \d" denotes whether the slats on
the front edge of the wing are de e ted or not|slat de e tion in reases the maximum angle
of possible without stalling the air raft, and so slats will always be de e ted in any high
lift ( ap de e ted) wing on guration.
The lift parameter hÆ and the safe ight envelopes for ea h ap setting are summarized in
table 6.3. We are not onsidering a TOGA maneuver in this analysis, so the air raft may
never limb (  0). Upon tou hdown (z = 0), there is no tail strike restri tion on , but
z_  0:9144 m/s is required to avoid landing gear damage. The ontinuous inputs are

T

2 [0 kN; 160 kN℄;
2 [0Æ ; 10Æ ℄;

where we have pla ed a tighter bound on

(6.3)

for passenger omfort.

The hybrid automaton that we study is shown in gure 6.9. Ideally, we would like to
model just the three ap modes 0u, 25d and 50d, but onne ting these modes together with
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ontrollable swit hes leads to a Zeno automaton|the model an swit h modes in nitely
fast, and hen e an maintain safety by stopping the progression of ontinuous time in an
in nitely long swit hing sequen e [79, 78℄. To avoid this behavior we add timed delay
modes 0t, 25t and 50t. In the resulting automaton, the pilot an swit h to a new ap
setting instantaneously, but annot swit h out of that setting for some nite time period.
The results of the hybrid rea hable set analysis are shown in gure 6.10. Note that we
in lude some states z  0 (below ground) in order to ensure that the envelope restri tion
at z = 0 is satis ed. For these states we use dynami s x_ = 0.
The top row of the gure shows the initial envelopes from table 6.3. The se ond row
shows the maximally ontrollable subset of the envelope for ea h mode individually, as
determined by a ontinuous rea hable set omputation. The lean wing on guration 0u
be omes ompletely un ontrollable (the remaining stub in the gure lies in the dummy
states below ground), while the remaining modes are partially ontrollable. The subset of
the envelope that annot be ontrolled in these high lift / high drag on gurations an be
divided into two omponents. For low speeds, the air raft will tend to stall. For values of z
near zero and low ight path angles , the air raft annot pull up in time to avoid landing
gear damage at tou hdown.
The third row shows the results for the hybrid rea hable set omputation. Now both modes
0u and 25d are almost ompletely ontrollable, sin e they an swit h instantaneously to the
fully de e ted mode 50d. However, no mode an ontrol the states z near zero and low ,
be ause no mode an pull up in time to avoid landing gear damage. The fourth row shows
a sli e through the rea h and avoid sets for the hybrid analysis at a xed height z = 3 m.
In this ase, the rea h set is light grey and the avoid set dark grey (the opposite of the
onvention in this hapter's previous gures).
Sin e it allows instantaneous ap de e tions and hanges to ontinuous inputs T and , this
model is not very realisti ; onsequently, we do not advo ate that these results be applied to
air raft autolander design in their urrent form. While we are in the pro ess of in reasing
the delity of the model [23℄, we dis uss these results here be ause they demonstrate a
rea hable set analysis pro edure that we need not hange to in orporate a more realisti
and omplex model.
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Figure 6.10: Maximally ontrollable envelopes for the multimode landing example.

Chapter 7

Con lusions
We summarize the results of the previous hapters, make some observations regarding them,
and then dis uss some possible extensions of this resear h.

7.1 What Has Been A omplished
We have presented an algorithm whi h an numeri ally ompute the ba kwards rea hable
set for a two player, ontinuous nonlinear di erential game with a general target set. The
algorithm is based on a formulation of rea hability in terms of the vis osity solution of a
Hamilton-Ja obi-Isaa s PDE, and we have proven that the analyti solution of this equation
is the exa t ba kwards rea hable set. By adopting this two input HJI formulation, we an
onservatively handle model un ertainties as well as traditional ontrol inputs, and we an
develop very a urate approximations of the boundary of the rea hable set for systems with
omplex dynami s.
Our implementation is based on level set methods, and its a ura y and onvergen e have
been demonstrated on a three dimensional pursuit-evasion example. This example also
served to illustrate the use of rea hable sets in synthesizing ontrollers whi h are guaranteed to a t safely. A se ond example used a rea hable set analysis to dete t potential
in onsisten ies in the proto ol followed by a pilot during an autolanding in a ommer ial
passenger air raft, in the ase where the pilot must exe ute a take-o / go-around.
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The primary short oming of the HJI formulation is that its ost s ales exponentially with the
dimension of the system. We des ribed how the idea of proje tive overapproximations an
t into the two input HJI formulation of rea hable sets. Be ause these proje tions o upy
lower dimensional subspa es, they are mu h less ostly to ompute. The dimensions missing
from a parti ular subspa e are treated as disturban e inputs to the evolution dynami s for
that proje tion, whi h ensures that the proje tion is an overapproximation of the true
rea hable set. Be ause the rea hable set is the unsafe set, overapproximations an be used
to onservatively verify safety.
After presenting a previously developed algorithm for omputing hybrid rea hable sets,
we informally des ribed how the ontinuous rea hable set method ould be adapted to
ompute the rea h-avoid operator from the hybrid algorithm. The result is a onstrained
HJI PDE whi h an be added to a level set implementation without any diÆ ulty. The
hybrid algorithm was illustrated with several simple air raft ollision avoidan e proto ols.
The nal example was a multimode air raft autolanding system, where the dis rete modes
represented di erent wing ap settings.
In on lusion, we have demonstrated that a urate omputation of ba kwards rea hable
sets is possible for nonlinear ontinuous and hybrid systems of low dimension. Extension
to higher dimensions will be hallenging, but may be possible.

7.2 Suggestions for Further Resear h
As with so mu h resear h, the a t of putting these results to paper has made lear just how
many dire tions are available for further work.
The present implementation is still an alpha version;
while the author an introdu e a new model to the system in just a few hours, anybody
else would fa e a signi ant struggle to do likewise. Now that the te hni al details of
the implementation are stabilizing, we hope to improve its user interfa e to the point
that others an perform rea hable set analyses.

A user friendly implementation:
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Be ause it uses an impli it surfa e representation, the
time dependent HJI algorithm presented in se tions 2.1.3 and 2.2 an determine the
boundary of the rea hable set mu h more a urately than the approa hes based on viability theory from se tion 2.3.1. On the other hand, those approa hes an guarantee
an overapproximation of the true rea hable set, whi h the time dependent HJI formulation annot. We are investigating whether the two approa hes ould be used in a
two step pro ess: the viability method to develop a oarse but guaranteed overapproximation and the HJI formulation to nd a representation of the overapproximation
with subgrid a ura y.

Guaranteed overapproximation:

While our approa h an resolve the lo ation of the rea hable set's
boundary with subgrid a ura y in smooth regions, any approa h based on Eulerian grids will inevitably fail to resolve features of the rea hable set in regions where
the boundary displays high urvature. This behavior is a known and serious problem
for other appli ations of level sets, in luding the modeling of uid interfa es where
it manifests itself as a failure to onserve volume. The parti le level set method [49℄
ombines traje tory based and Hamilton-Ja obi approa hes to interfa e tra king, and
thereby does a mu h better job at onserving volume. While its urrent form applies
only to purely adve tive ows (no inputs allowed), we are working on ways to adapt
it to the rea hable set problem to improve our a ura y further.

Higher a

ura y:

As des ribed in se tion 2.3, Hamilton-Ja obi and viability
based algorithms are suitable for ba kwards rea hable sets and traje tory based approa hes are appropriate for forwards rea hable sets. For the weakly stable and weakly
unstable examples studied in this thesis, either type of rea hable set an be used for
safety veri ation. However, for strongly stable systems|su h as digital ir uits|
the ba kwards formulation is strongly unstable and hen e numeri al approximations
may be ome wildly ina urate. With these types of systems in mind, we are looking
at what kinds of restri tions on dynami s might make HJ formulations of forwards
rea hable sets possible, and how the parti le level set method might be applied.

Forwards rea hable sets:

The algorithm outlined in se tion 3.1.5 is just a prototype of
how an impli it surfa e representation of the rea hable set might be used to lter
potentially unsafe ontrollers so as to guarantee safety, and further investigation is
planned.

Safe ontroller synthesis:
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We have formulated rea hable set determination as
a time-dependent HJI PDE in order to take advantage of high resolution level set
methods. Representing the rea hable set using the minimum time to rea h fun tion,
whi h is the solution to the stati HJI PDE, might make the synthesis of safe ontrollers more stable numeri ally. In most ases we annot apply level set methods
to approximate the minimum time to rea h fun tion, sin e they assume a ontinuous
solution. Instead, it may be possible to apply the losely related high resolution methods for onservation laws (whi h may have dis ontinuous solutions) to get a urate
approximate solutions to the stati HJI PDE.

Minimum time to rea h fun tion:

Treating noise as the input of player II is onservative, but may
be overly so. There are lose ties between se ond order Hamilton-Ja obi equations,
sto hasti di erential equations [107℄, and Markov pro esses [55℄. We intend to explore
how these ties ould be exploited to handle rea hable set analysis for probabilisti
models.

Probabilisti

models:

We have just begun to study proje tive te hniques. As
mentioned in hapter 4, we would like to prove or disprove Conje ture 9, determine
for what types of dynami s we an get reasonable overapproximations of the rea hable
set, and gure out how to hoose the proje tions wisely.

Proje tive overapproximation:

The present hybrid rea hable set algorithm (from se tion 5.2)
depends on the rea h-avoid operator a hieving a xed point in ea h mode, and annot
ompute nite time rea hable sets. With the ontinuous rea hable set algorithm
ompleted, we are now ready to update the hybrid algorithm to handle nite horizon
rea hable sets and to elu idate the onne tions between boundary onditions and
for ed dis rete swit hes (as separate from swit hes that are hosen by player I or
player II).

The hybrid algorithm:

Hybrid systems would appear to be ex ellent
models for mobile robots. We believe our analysis te hniques will prove useful not
only for safety veri ation and ontrol synthesis, but also for high level behavioral
programming in the style of [37℄ or [33℄.

Appli ation to autonomous vehi les:

Abstra tion is a powerful tool for analyzing large, hierar hi ally onstru ted
systems. While it has been used extensively on dis rete systems, only re ently have the

Abstra tion:
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on epts been extended to ontinuous and hybrid systems [2, 112, 113, 133℄, and then
just for restri tive lasses of dynami s. The abstra tion shown in se tion 6.1.3 was
onstru ted in an ad ho manner, but we would like to investigate how our rea hability
te hniques might allow onstru tion of abstra tions for systems with general dynami s,
if only approximately.
We are, of ourse, very interested in ta kling new systems of all types, and look forward to
extending our te hniques to over as wide a variety of examples as possible.
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